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The mission of ICMAB when it was created, and still
is, was “to generate new knowledge in Materials
Science and transfer it to the society, particularly to
industry within the European Research Area“. Many
data confirm that very significant advances towards
these objectives have indeed been made, achieving a
leadership position in the area. Just to mention a few
data I would like to stress that at the end of 2008
ICMAB had published since its creation more than
2700 articles which have accumulated almost 40000
citations leading to the outstanding h factor of 77, an
achievement which only few other centres in Spain
can boast (Figure 1). The progressive growth of the
impact of the ICMAB research work is visualized in
Figure 1 where it is seen that the ICMAB’s publications have a strong increase in the number of
citations, achieving more than 5500 citations in 2008.
Figure 2, on the other hand, displays a progressive
shift towards an increase of the number of articles in
high impact journals. As a consequence, the mean
impact factor of the publications has been continuously increasing achieving at present a mean value
very near 3.5. It is also very remarkable that the most
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The present report of ICMAB activities covers the
years 2006, 2007 and 2008, it is the tenth edition since
the Institute’s creation in 1987 and so it has already
crossed the 20th year of ICMAB’s existence. This
period is already wide enough to visualize the deep
impact that the Institute has had on the scientific and
technological development of materials science both
in Spain and internationally.

YEARS
FIGURE 1 – CITATION REPORT OF WOK FOR ICMAB IN THE PERIOD
1990-2008, INCLUDING NUMBER OF PUBLISHED ARTICLES AND ACCUMULATED CITATIONS.
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outstanding scientific papers have been published in
journals with multiple scientific categories, an issue
which supports the multidisciplinary character of
ICMAB research programs (Figure 3).
The internationalization of the ICMAB R+D activities is
visualized by the fact that 61% of these publications
were made in cooperation with foreign institutions
belonging to a total of 55 countries and also that
among the 135 PhD prepared in the ICMAB, 19 % of
them corresponds to foreign researchers, 30 % of
them being now in the industry and 40 % in other
research centers worldwide. On the other hand,
ICMAB was the second Institute among the whole
CSIC, and the first in Materials Science, in attracting
funds from the 6th Framework Program of the European Union. From the CSIC’s Materials science area

250
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The elapsed period reviewed in the present report
corresponds to the first three years of the Strategic
Plan 2006-09 of CSIC, the first one with the new administrative figure of “state agency”. This strategic plan
was evaluated by an international scientific committee which concluded that ICMAB has “an impressive
momentum”, it performs “top quality research in the
selected areas” and “it has well specified strategic
and executive plans”. We feel therefore very proud of
the outstanding position achieved and at the same
time we regain further conviction of our capabilities
and our willingness to further expand the future R+D
activities towards the many research challenges that
Humankind is facing in the 21st century, particularly in
the areas of sustainable energy and environment,
information technology and health care.

200
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36 % of these funds were raised by the ICMAB. This
fact, together with other indicators, such that more
than 10 patents are filled every year by the ICMAB
researchers, reflect the commitment of ICMAB to be a
research center where the scientific excellence is
wisely combined with the objective of transferring
knowledge and well being to the society.
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FIGURE 2 – EVOLUTION OF THE NUMBER OF ICMAB SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS DISTRIBUTED BY IMPACT FACTOR OF THE JOURNALS FROM 2004 TO
2008 TOGETHER WITH THE EVOLUTION OF THE MEAN VALUE OF THE
IMPACT FACTOR.

Materials Science has evolved dramatically in the last
20 years and the cutting edge activities in this area are
now deeply rooted on the Nanoscience revolution, an
issue into which ICMAB has been strongly involved
and which at present marks the priority actions of the
ICMAB strategy. On the one hand, ICMAB has contributed to deploy all those initiatives around it which
could help to achieve the “critical mass” required to
be in a position of being internationally competitive.
We should mention here our contribution to the creation of the “Barcelona Nanocluster-Bellaterra”
(BNC-b) where institutes and University Departments
located in the Autonomous University Campus joined
forces to gain competitiveness. The BNC-b is at
present integrated in the “Autonomous University of
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FIGURE 3 – NUMBER OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED FROM 2004 TO 2008 IN A SELECTION OF JOURNALS OF HIGH IMPACT INDEX. THE SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES
CORRESPONDING TO THE JOURNALS IS ALSO INDICATED.

Barcelona” research park (PRUAB) where UAB and
CSIC collaborate to increase the impact of research
findings developed in Bellaterra on society and economic development. On the other hand, consequently
with this evolution, the internal priorities of ICMAB, in
terms of investment selection, personnel recruitment
and organization of the ICMAB scientific services,

coping with most of the heavy scientific instrumentation used by the ICMAB researchers, were directed
towards achieving a new competitive experimental
structure that we called the “Nanotechnology Unit”.
This unit includes diverse advanced material preparation and characterization facilities with well trained
technical staff.
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I would like to emphasize also that in 2007 a new
extension of the ICMAB building was approved to
accommodate a rather particular clean room facility
of about 200 m2, where (unlike many ultraclean
rooms) many chemical approaches to nanomaterials
preparation will be explored in the framework of a
service. The contribution of the CSIC to make possible
the required new push to face the stringent worldwide
competition in the Materials and Nanoscience fields
was essential but an additional key contribution was
the funding of the Consolider project “Advanced materials and NANOtechnologieS for innovative Electrical,
ELECTronic
and
magnetoelectronic
devices“
(NANOSELECT) by the Spanish science and innovation
ministry (MICINN), a project including 70 % of the
scientific ICMAB staff. This project was initiated in
2007, it will continue up to 2012 and it provides a very
significant opportunity to reach an international
leadership position in magnetoelectronics and superconductivity research while it also allows renewing
the scientific experimental capabilities of ICMAB and
hence making possible to initiate the second “20 years

period” of ICMAB with renewed forces and tools.
Other large scale projects have also contributed to
raise the scientific and technological impact of ICMAB
during the three year period reviewed here, particularly the “Bioengineering, Biomaterials and Nanomedecine” CIBER project where the “Molecular nanoscience and organic materials” department joined
forces with several institutions under a project leaded
by the Spanish Health Ministry and also the NOVARE
Prize “Superconducting cable” granted by ENDESA to
the “Superconducting materials and large scale
nanostructuration” department to promote demonstration of the practical application of high temperature superconductivity in cooperation with a power cable
industry.
A distinctive characteristic of the ICMAB researchers
has always been to use and contribute as much as
possible to external initiatives, linked to the opportunities in the field of Materials Science, offered to
them. I would like here to mention particularly the
extended use of large scale facilities, such as neutron

D I R E C T O R
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scattering and synchrotron radiation, in this last case
with a strong focus towards a thorough future use of
the ALBA synchrotron center being built in Bellaterra,
or the supercomputing facilities Mare Nostrum.
During the three years reviewed here, the ICMAB
scientific staff has increased considerably with 11 new
Tenured scientists and 2 Research scientists. Unfortunately, the growth in support personnel has been
much more meager, an issue which has become a
real concern for a harmonic development of the duties
of the Institute. As a consequence of the important
growth of ICMAB, an internal reorganization was done
with 8 Departments, i.e. two more than in the previous
organizational structure (see the organizational chart
in Figure 4).
You will find in the printed version of the report a
selection of 26 scientific highlights achieved by ICMAB
researchers, a short overview of the strategy and
objectives of the 8 Departments and of the scientific
services and some information about training (PhDs
hold during the three years), technology transfer
initiatives and outreach activities. On the CD accom-

panying the report a full list of all the publications,
research projects and invited talks of the ICMAB
researchers are included. Also I invite you to surf as
often as you want through our web site www.icmab.es
where we continuously include news, highlights,
achievements, and much more relevant information
that may be of your interest.
I would like to finish this short introduction to the
2006-08 ICMAB report with a very sincere thanks to
our former director Prof. Carles Miravitlles (in the
photograph at a meeting organised in his honour),
who left his duties in 2008 after more than 20 years
holding this responsibility, for his immense working
capability, his managerial abilities and his clever and
long term scientific vision, features which have been
essential to position the ICMAB in a competitive international status.
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XAVIER OBRADORS
Director / ICMAB - CSIC
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Large Coupled Magnetoresponses
in Oxynitride Perovskites
A.B. Jorge, J. Oró-Solé, A.M. Bea, A. Fuertes

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY, 130, (2008), 12572-12573

Materials in which magnetism is coupled to large
changes in electronic conductivity
(magnetoresistance effect) or electrical polarization
(magnetocapacitance) are of fundamental interest
and practical importance for new memory and
sensor technologies. Perovskites containing divalent
europium and tetravalent transition metals are
particularly interesting as the order of Eu2+ S=7/2
spins can couple to the magnetic and electronic
properties derived from the dn configuration. Substitution of oxide by nitride in perovskites AMO3 (A=
divalent cation, M=early transition metal) allows the
stabilization of new compounds where the transition
metal shows high oxidation states that may be
intermediate between +4 and +5 or +5 and +6. To
discover new compounds with magnetoelectric
coupled effects we have synthesized the perovskite
oxynitrides EuM(O,N)3 (M =Nb, Ta, W). They constitute
a versatile group of new materials where the magnetic and electrical properties can be tuned by controlling the nitrogen stoichiometry and combining
different valence states of europium and the transition metal showing d1, d0 or mixed configurations.
EuM(O,N)3 compounds are conveniently synthesised
by the ammonolysis of EuMO4 (Ta, Nb) or Eu2W2O9
precursors at temperatures between 600ºC and
950ºC. These appear to be cubic perovskites, but

splittings of synchrotron X-ray diffraction peaks
reveal slight tetragonal lattice distortions c > a is
consistent with some anion ordering and octahedral
tilting. Eu2+(Nb5+1-yNb4+y)O2+yN1-y with y=0.14 shows
colossal (>99%) magnetoresistances at low temperatures and an apparent giant (20%) magnetocapacitance. For EuWO1+xN2-x, with x between 0.5 and -0.2,
and possible valence states Eu2+, Eu3+, W5+ and W6+,
large negative magnetoresistances are observed at
low temperatures, up to 70% in the x = 0.09 material.
Non-ohmic conduction emerges below the 12 K
Curie transition. The magnetotransport properties of
EuNbO2N and EuWON2 arise from the coupling of the
carriers to those of the localised Eu2+ S = 7/2 spins.
This is analogous to the double exchange mechanism observed in manganites, although the carriers
and core spins in EuM(O,N)3 are associated with
different cations. The coupling of an apparent giant
magnetocapacitance to the CMR in EuNbO2N is a
notable result. However, this response is shown to
arise from microstructural effects rather than an
intrinsic multiferroism.

MAGNETIC FIELD DEPENDENCE OF (A) THE MAGNETISATION (PLOTTED AS M2), (B) THE MAGNETORESISTANCE AND (C) THE MAGNETOCAPACITANCE
(MEASURED AT 100 KHZ FREQUENCY) FOR EUNBO2N.
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Relevance of Solid Solution Randomness for
Long Range Phase Separation in Highly Correlated Oxides

Nanotube-based thermal nanomotor

C. Frontera and J.L. García-Muñoz

A. Barreiro, R. Rurali, E. R. Hernandez, J. Moser, T. Pichler, L. Forro and A. Bachtold

EUROPHYSICS LETTERS, 84, (2008), 67011

SCIENCE, 320, (2008), 775

A variety of appealing phenomena in manganites with
strong tendency to adopt complex inhomogeneous
states were investigated combining magnetization,
magnetotransport measurements with
neutron&synchrotron diffraction experiments and
numerical simulations. In particular, the temperature driven phase segregation in Pr0.50Ca0.50Mn1-xMxO3
manganites (M=Ti, Co, Ni, ) with partial substitution
of Mn by magnetic and non-magnetic ions was
studied at low doping. The structural and magnetic
details of separated phases, their relative fraction,
and the martensitic transformations occurring
during the magnetization and resistivity avalanches
under magnetic field were thoroughly described.
Below the charge-order/orbital-order (CO/OO)
temperature of the parent compound, the system
separates into two coexisting phases that can be
resolved using synchrotron x-rays. M cations with
d-electrons (like Co) favour the stabilization of
FM-metallic islands/regions in the AFM-CE and
insulating OO/CO matrix, in contrast to cations
having empty or closed d shells. We have shown that
Ti4+ (d0) ions generate a second AFM phase (pseudo-

FIGURE: (LEFT) SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF DIFFERENT PHASE
SEPARATION PROCESSES PROPOSED UPON COOLING IN SOME MANGANITES. (RIGHT) NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF CLUSTER SIZES FOR A REGION OF INFLUENCE OF THE CENTRAL
M CATION EQUIVALENT TO THE FIRST COORDINATION SPHERE,A.
ARROWS: FORMATION OF VERY BIG CLUSTERS (MORE THAN 20% OF THE
TOTAL SYSTEM).

CE) and defective OO domains. At very low doping,
the robust orbital ordering in the CO/OO matrix is
found to coexist with strongly strained short ranged
orbital ordered regions, which crystallize and relax
during the irreversible hysteretic changes in the
material.
Ultra-high resolution synchrotron diffraction
confirms the key role of lattice strain, that has been
analyzed following the Stephens’ formalism. Microstrain is negligible only above TCO. Below, large
anisotropic strains develop mainly in the minority
phase of these manganites. More intense microstrain
fields (in [101] and [010] planes) are generated with
3dn dopants (Co) than in the case of dopants with
empty d shells (like Ti) inducing a second AFM
insulating phase.
Finally, the relevance of the intrinsic chemical
disorder for the promotion of phase separation at the
microscopic and mesoscopic scales has been
demonstrated. We have performed numerical
simulations that provide an explanation for some of
their complex features (like the dramatically fast
metallization with x≤2-3% in Pr0.50Ca0.50Mn1-xMxO3 for
M=Co,Ni,Ru,.. A 5% of impurities induces a 30% of
new phase, forming a percolating cluster where the
real concentration of impurities is 16%. These
numerical simulations allow us not only to give a
simple explanation for some astonishing properties,
but also to evidence the key role of solid solution for
phase separation in many other quasi-degenerated
systems.

J.L. García-Muñoz, C. Martin, A. Maignan, G. André, F. Bourée, C. Ritter and I.
Margiolaki, C. Yaicle, C. Frontera,. PHYS. REV. B, 2006, 74, 144406
C. Frontera, J.L. García-Muñoz, P. Beran, N. Bellido, I. Margiolaki and C. Ritte,
CHEMISTRY OF MATERIALS, 2008, 20, 3068-3075
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The positioning and manipulation of nano-scaled
objects is nowadays one of the biggest challenges
confronted by nanoscience and nanotechnology.
Research teams around the world are addressing
this issue by miniaturisation of manipulation machines such as the atomic force microscope, which is
used to move molecules or even atoms one by one.
This approach is is not only technically challenging; it
is also of low efficiency if one must manipulate not
individual molecules or atoms, but large assemblies
of them. In this work we have demonstrated that a
nano-scaled object can be moved in a controlled
fashion using temperature gradients, and this opens
a whole new perspective for manipulation at the nano
scale.
The system that we have employed is based on a
multi-walled nanotube, which has been subjected to
a previous nano-fabrication step. A multi-walled
nanotube consists of several coaxial seamless
tubular graphitic shells. In the nano-fabrication step
the outer layer is burnt away along the whole length
of the nanotube, except in a small region, where it
remains intact. The device that results is illustrated
in Figure 1, where a small mobile element (the last
remaining fragment of the outer shell, illustrated in
red in the figure) is free to move along or around the
long rail constituted by the inner shells of the
nanotube (yellow in the figure). The device thus
constructed constitutes an ideal benchmark for the
realisation of mobility experiments, given the low
friction between atomically perfect tubular shells of
the nanotube.
Subsequently, an electrical current was made to
circulate along the inner tube, which was suspended
between two massive gold electrodes. Under the
influence of the current, the mobile element was
observed to move along the inner tube, sometimes
accompanied by rotation around the axis. However, if
the sense of the electrical current was inverted, the
mobile element continued to move in the same

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC PICTURE OF THE MOBILE ELEMENT OF THE
NANO-FABRICATED DEVICE. THE LONG INNER NANOTUBE (SHOWN IN
YELLOW) IS SUSPENDED BETWEEN THE TWO ELECTRODES; THE GOLD
PLATELET IS ATTACHED TO THE OUTER NANOTUBE (SHOWN IN RED),
WHICH CAN SLIDE DOWN AND ROTATE AROUND THE INNER NANOTUBE
DUE TO THE LOW FRICTION CONTACT BETWEEN NANOTUBE WALLS.

direction as before, which rules out electromigration
as an explanation for the observed phenomenon.
Nevertheless, the electrical current is indirectly
responsible for the induced motion, as this only takes
place in the presence of the current. The only other
way in which the current can induce this effect is by
heating the tube through the Joule effect. Given the
geometry of the experiment, the tube will be subject
to a strong temperature gradient, reaching its
highest temperature at the mid-point of the suspended length of the device, while remaining at room
temperature at the points of contact with the electrodes. This thermal imbalance will cause a net phonon
flux from the hot region towards the cold electrodes,
and it is this phonon flux that drags the outer mobile
element towards the nearest electrode. The temperature gradient is independent of the direction of the
electron current, which explains why the direction of
motion of the mobile element remains fixed upon
inversion of the polarity of the system.
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Marcasite vs. arsenopyrite structural choice
in MN2 (M = Ir, Os, Rh) transition metal nitrides

Theoretical Research on Magnetoelectrics

E. R. Hernández and E. Canadell

J. Íñiguez

JOURNAL OF MATERIALS CHEMISTRY, 18, (2008), 2090-2095

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS, 101, (2008), 117201

Late transition metal nitrides were thought for a long
time to be unstable. However, osmium, iridium and
platinum nitrides were recently prepared under high
pressures.1 These nitrides are very large
bulk-modulus materials and exhibit very interesting
mechanical properties. Despite a considerable
number of theoretical studies, the correlation
between the crystal and electronic structure of these
nitrides was not satisfactorily understood. Our first
principles theoretical study of MN2 (M = Ir, Os, Rh)
nitrides revealed the subtle interplay between the
electronic structure and the atomic arrangement in
these materials, and clarified the mechanisms which
ultimately determine the crystal structure adopted by
each of them as well as their transport properties.
For instance, whereas the IrN2 prefers the
arsenopyrite structure (see Figure 1), OsN2 prefers a
compressed marcasite structure(see Figure 1) and
RhN2 can exhibit both structures. The question of the
structural choice is a very important one since the
transport properties of these nitrides are strongly
coupled to their crystal structure. For instance,
whereas for the marcasite structure there is no band
gap at the Fermi level and thus, the system should
be metallic, for the arsenopyrite structure there is a
band gap, and the system should be semiconducting.
A surprising result of this study is that OsN2 in the
marcasite structure and RhN2 in both the marcasite
and arsenopyrite should be metallic, whereas the
corresponding phosphides and antimonides are all
semiconducting. It was also found that the still
unreported RhN2 may be a very interesting material
which should exist in two different structures, both
exhibiting metallic character although with different
anisotropy.

FIGURE 1. MARCASITE (LEFT) AND ARSENOPYRITE
(RIGHT STRUCTURES FOR THE MN2 NITRIDES (M=IR, OS, RH).

In contrast with the previous studies on IrN2 it was
found that the dimerisation associated with the
arsenopyrite structure of IrN2 (and RhN2) is not a
Peierls distortion, as maintained in the literature.2
Instead, this study clearly showed that the possibility
of a dimerisation toward the arsenopyrite structure
results from a fine balance between metal-metal
bonding along the edge-sharing octahedral chains
and strong inter-chain interactions along the
a-direction of the marcasite structure driven by the
nitrogen links.

Magnetoelectric materials are insulators whose
magnetic properties can be controlled by application
of external electric fields. This possibility opens the
door to many interesting applications, such as the
development of magnetic memories that would be
writeable by means of electric fields, thus solving
Joule-heating problems that currently complicate the
miniaturization of MRAMs. We have recently
introduced a method for first-principles calculations
of magnetoelectric effects. Thanks to this technique,
we are now in a position to make a significant
contribution to the experimental search for new
materials that display robust magnetoelectric
properties at room temperature. We are currently
investigating the most promising magnetoelectric
material (BiFeO3, which presents coupled magnetic
and ferroelectric order at room temperature) and
exploring strategies that might allow a giant increase
of its magnetoelectric response.

The description of the method and a first application
to model magnetoelectric Cr2O3 can be found in
this reference. The application of the method to treat
multiferroics (magnetically ordered ferroelectrics)
and its application to BiFeO3 can be found in
arXiv:0907.5281

FIGURE: LEFT: SKETCH OF THE THEORY FOR THE AB INITIO COMPUTATION
OF THE LINEAR MAGNETOELECTRIC EFFECT. RIGHT: RESULTS FOR
MAGNETOELECTRIC CRYSTAL Cr2O3; MOST SIGNIFICANTLY, THE
COMPUTED MAGNETIC RESPONSE AS A RESPONSE TO A POLAR DISTORTION OF THE LATTICE IS SHOWN IN THE BOTTOM PANEL OF THE
RIGHTMOST PLOT.

1. (a) E. Gregoryanz, C. Sanloup, M. Somayazulu, J. Badro, G. Fliquet, H.-K.
Mao and R. J. Hemley, NATURE MATER., 2004, 3, 294; (b) A. F. Young, C.
Sanloup, E. Gregoryanz, S. Scandolo, R. J. Hemley and H.-K. Mao, PHYS. REV.
LETT., 2006, 96, 155501; (c) R. J. Crowhurst, A. F. Goncharov, B. Sadigh, C. L.
Evans, P. G. Morrall, J. L. Ferreira and A. J. Nelson, SCIENCE, 2006, 311, 1275.
2. R. Yu, Q. Zhan and L. C. De Jonghe, ANGEW. CHEM. INT. ED., 2006, 45, 1136
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Electronic Effects in Manganite/Insulator Interfaces:
Interfacial Enhancement of the Insulating Tunneling Barriers

Co-SiO2 Aerogel-coated Catalytic Walls
for the Generation of Hydrogen

Ll. Balcells, Ll. Abad, A. Perez del Pino, J. Arbiol and B. Martínez

E. Taboada, M. Domínguez, J. Llorca and E. Molins
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CATALYSIS TODAY, 138, (2008), 193-197

Catalyst Device, Method for Manufacture Thereof and Use Thereof for Obtaining Hydrogen
PATENT (WO 2009010621)

Interfacial effects are especially relevant in
manganite-based magnetic tunneling junctions
where not only electronic but also magnetic
properties are important. The depression of both
magnetic transition temperature, TC, and
magnetization have been observed in La2/3Ca1/3MnO3
(LCMO)/STO and La2/3Sr1/3MnO3(LSMO)/STO
superlattices. The leading role of lattice strain in the
degradation of magnetotransport properties of LCMO
strained layers has been clearly evidenced [1].
However, polar discontinuity across the interface
may also be important, since in the (001) LCMO/STO
interface both TiO2 and SrO terminations are neutral
but, (La2/3Ca1/3)O and MnO2 layers are charged, +2/3
and -2/3 respectively. In this work we have studied
the LCMO/STO interface in LCMO epitaxial thin films,
prepared by using rf sputtering on top of (001) STO
substrates. For this purpose we have carefully
measured and analyzed the transport properties
across the LCMO/STO interface by using atomic force
microscopy (AFM) working in the current sensing
(CS) mode. To overcome intrinsic problems related to
the determination of the actual contact area between
the AFM tip and the surface we have implemented a
nanostructured contact geometry of Au dots. With it,
a homogeneous current injection across the
LCMO/STO interface is accomplished and the density

FIGURE. LEFT: (A) SKETCH OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SET UP USED FOR THE
MEASUREMENTS OF THE TRANSPORT PROPERTIES. (B) AFM
TOPOGRAPHY FOR A SAMPLE WITH Au CONTACT DOTS OF Ø≈160nm. (C)
CURRENT MAP OF THE SAME SAMPLE SHOWING HIGH CONDUCTANCE ON
THE Au DOTS AND INSULATING CHARACTER OUTSIDE THE DOTS. (D)
PROFILE OF ONE OF THE Au DOTS. RIGHT: DEPENDENCE OF Φ0 (BARRIER
HEIGHT ( )) AND S (BARRIER THICKNESS ( )) ESTIMATED BY USING THE
SIMMONS MODEL AT THE INTERMEDIATE –VOLTAGE REGIME ON THE STO
BARRIER THICKNESS, T. INSET: EXAMPLES OF THE FITTING OF THE J(V)
CURVES BY USING THE SIMMONS MODEL IN THE INTERMEDIATE VOLTAGE
REGIME. THE FITS CORRESPOND TO SAMPLES WITH STO BARRIER
THICKNESS OF T=0.8nm ( ) AND T=2.3nm ( ).

•

•

of current is controlled by the Au dot area. The
analysis of I(V) curves by using the Simmons model
allows to determine the barrier height, φ0≈ 0.6 eV, in
good agreement with previous reports of STO
tunneling barriers. In addition, our data clearly show
the appearance of an extra insulating barrier of
about 1.6 nm in the LCMO/STO heterostructure, likely
to be promoted by the compensation of polar
discontinuity across the interface, in agreement with
recent theoretical studies.

[1] L. Abad, V. Laukhin, S. Valencia, A. Gaup, W. Gudat, Ll. Balcells and B.
Martínez,
ADV. FUNCT. MATER. 2007, 17, 3918-3925
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The catalytic device consists of a ceramic support
with parallel channels (gap width ≈ 0.9 mm) covered
with a silica aerogel layer containing cobalt
nanoparticles. The aerogel behaves as a highly
porous framework hosting the well-dispersed cobalt
nanoparticles which remain exposed to the reactive
gases. This structure allows an excellent mass
transfer to reactants and products. The ceramic
support permits an easy manipulation and a
straightforward scaling up. This device, developed in
collaboration with the Institut de Ciències
Energètiques of the Universitat Politècnica de
Catalunya, efficiently performs the ethanol steam
reforming reaction:
C2H5OH + 3 H2O

6 H2 + 2 CO2

An unusual rapid activation of these aerogel-coated
monoliths is attained at 580–590 K, even after several
reaction cycles and oxidation treatments at 563–613
K. This performance is attributed to highly dispersed
cobalt nanoparticles and high effective diffusivity of
reaction species due to the high porosity (> 95%) and
large average pore size (14 nm) of the silica aerogel.
The device works properly under high space
velocities and is highly stable for practical operation.
The temperature of bioalcohol steam reforming to
produce hydrogen is much lower (t1/2 ~ 310ºC) than
that one of other catalytic devices and hydrogen is
produced very fast due to the high permeation of the
aerogel. It takes less than 2 min to completely
convert ethanol into a H2-rich mixture
containing > 60 wt.% H2 and there is no need for any
pre-treatment prior to operation.
This catalytic device can be heated up to the reaction
temperature under air.

Bioethanol is a renewable fuel that contains four
times more energy density than pressurized
hydrogen, a similar value than gasoline. For that,
bioethanol has a strong potential for fuel cell
technology as well as for on-board generation of
hydrogen for mobile applications, avoiding the
cumbersome hydrogen transport, storage and
delivery. The emitted carbon dioxide is just the one
which was fixed by the biomass and does not imply a
net contribution to the atmosphere content. Spain is
a large bioethanol producer and its price has been
rather constant in the last years (0.6 €/litre). A hybrid
vehicle fuelled with bioethanol, being reformed to
feed a hydrogen fuel cell and to power an electrical
motor, would be about half more efficient than
current combustion powered vehicles.

IMAGE OF THE CATALYTIC DEVICE (LEFT) AND ETHANOL CONVERSION
RATE SHOWING A FAST ACTIVATION WHEN REACHING THE THRESHOLD
TEMPERATURE (RIGHT).
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C-Mono- and C-Disubstituted Derivatives
of the Cobaltabisdicarbollide with Organosilane Groups

The controlled growth of oriented metal organic frameworks on
functionalized surfaces as followed by Scanning Force Microscopy

E.J. Juárez-Pérez, C. Viñas, A. González-Campo, F. Teixidor,
R. Sillanpää, R. Kivekäs and R. Núñez

C. Munuera, O. Shekhah, H. Wang, C.Wöll and C. Ocal

CHEMISTRY EUROPEAN JOURNAL, 14, (2008), 4924-4938

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY CHEMICAL PHYSICS, 10, (2008), 7257-7261

The cobaltabisdicarbollide, [(3,3’-Co-(1,2-C2B9H11)2]–,
(1)-, and its derivatives are hydrophobic, with a
negative charge delocalized in a large volume and
are capable to establish BH···HN interactions. These
properties make them useful for a wide range of
applications.1 In this work, a set of novel C-mono and
C-disubstituted derivatives of (1) are obtained
directly from the deprotonation of Cc-H with BuLi
and subsequent reaction with different chlorosilanes,
using an accurate control of the temperature:
[1-SiMe2H-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)]-, (3)-;
[1,1’-µ-SiMe2-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2]-, (4)-;
[1,1’-µ-SiMeH-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2]-, (5)-;
[1-SiMe3-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)]-, (6)and [1,1’-(SiMe3)2-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2]-, (7)-. In a
similar way, anions
[8,8’-µ-(1’’,2’’-C6H4)-1,1’-µ-SiMe2-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H9)2]-, (8)-;
[8,8’-µ-(1’’,2’’-C6H4)-1,1’-µ-SiMeH-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H9)2]-, (9)and [8,8’-µ-(1’’,2’’-C6H4)-1-SiMe3-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H9)

FIGURE 1. CRYSTAL STRUCTURES REPRESENTATION
FOR ANIONS 3 (LEFT), 4 (CENTER) AND 7 (RIGHT).

(1’,2’-C2B9H10)]-, (10)-. Compounds 3, 4 and 7 were
successfully isolated in crystalline forms suitable for
X-ray diffraction analyses (Figure 1). Anions 4 and 8
were unexpectedly obtained, suggesting that an
intramolecular reaction had taken place, in which the
acidic Cc-H proton reacts with the hydridic Si-H, with
subsequent lost of H2. Some aspects of this reaction
have been studied by DFT calculations and have been
compared with experimental results. Due to our
interest on the design and development of boron-rich
anionic dendrimers,2 we have considered interesting
to use an appropriate derivative of the monoanionic
cobaltabisdicarbollide, [(3,3’-Co-(1,2-C2B9H11)2]–, to
be peripherally attached to dendrimers. Some of
these compounds have already been used as
hydrosilylating agents to obtain boron rich
polyanionic metallodendrimers,2c with potential
applications in biomedicine.

(1) a) C. Masalles, J. Llop, C. Viñas and F. Teixidor, Adv. Mater. 2002, 14, 826; b)
Errachid, A.; Caballero, D.; Crespo, E.; Bessueille, F.; Pla-Roca, M.; Mills, C.;
Christopher, A.; Teixidor, F; and Samitier, J. NANOTECHNOLOGY, 2007, 18,
485301. c) Stoica, A. I.; Viñas, C. and Teixidor, F. CHEM. COMMUN. 2008, 6492.
(2) a) R. Núñez, A. González, C. Viñas, F. Teixidor, R. Sillanpää and R. Kivekäs,
ORG. LETT. 2005, 7, 231; b) A. González-Campo, R. Núñez, F. Teixidor, C. Viñas,
R. Sillanpää and R. Kivekäs, MACROMOLECULES, 2007, 40, 5644. c) E. J.
Juárez-Pérez, C. Viñas, F. Teixidor and R. Núñez, ORGANOMETALLICS, 2009,
28, 5550.
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Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) selectively grown
on COOH-functionalized surfaces have been investigated by Scanning Force Microscopy. Thickness and
surface roughness analysis reveals that the use of a
novel protocol based on a layer-by-layer approach
results in a controlled growth yielding extremely
homogeneous and preferentially oriented materials.
The results are described within a sequential growth
model and turn out to be promising for building up
MOF-based 3D architectures of high quality. By
exploiting the capability of simultaneously monitoring
different magnitudes, we enrich the film characterization, providing not only topographic data, but also
lateral force and phase contrast information, useful
to distinguish between different materials. Thus, we
present here results corresponding to several
magnitudes obtained by both measuring modes,
which will be appropriately introduced. The color
code in all the images shown is such that dark are
lower and bright are higher values of the corresponding magnitude.
In the figure, we show a series of topographic SFM
images (a) for different samples corresponding to n =
10, 20, 23, 30 and 45 immersion cycles, from left to
right, respectively. The total color scale (total height
range) is 110 nm for all the images. Because of the
low topography of the 10 cycles sample, the inset
shows the same image with the scale magnified by a
factor of two. (b) Film thickness as a function of the
number of immersion cycles. The red dashed line
corresponds to the proposed “half-layer” growth
whereas the grey one would correspond to a one unit
cell or complete layer growth (see text). (c) Root
mean square (rms) surface roughness as a function
of the number of immersion cycles calculated for
different scan sizes (see inset). The black horizontal
line corresponds to the rms of the starting substrate
while the blue dashed line has been drawn just as a
visual aid.
The observed monotonous thickness evolution

indicates that, within the experimental error, the
number of layers grown is proportional to the
number of immersion cycles, meaning that once the
first Cu3BTC2(H2O)n layer nucleates on the COOHterminated regions, all the subsequent material is
incorporated into the previously nucleated layers. A
model consisting in a half-layer completion per
immersion cycle and consistent with a [100]-oriented
growth of HKUST-1 is proposed. Especially relevant
is the fact that the topmost film surface roughness is
fairly low and does not increase with SURMOF
thickness but conversely reaches saturation, thus
confirming that the sequential growth can be
followed to thicker films, which results promising to
build up 3D laterally confined MOF-based 3D architectures of high quality. The low final rms value
highlights the step-by step method as an excellent
alternative for its implementation in good performance devices fabrication.
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Self organization of chemical solution synthesised
functional oxide nanostructures

Shaping supramolecular nanofibers with nanoparticles

M. Gibert, T. Puig, X. Obradors, A. Benedetti, F. Sandiumenge, R. Hühne,
N. Mestres, A. Carretero-Genevrier,
J. Zabaleta, P. Abellán, A. Hassini, J. Oró, and E. Ferain

J. Puigmartí-Luis, A.P. Del Pino, E. Laukhina, J. Esquena, V. Laukhin, C. Rovira,
J. Vidal-Gancedo, A.G. Kanaras, R.J. Nichols, M. Brust and D.B. Amabilino
ANGEWANDTE CHEMIE-INTERNATIONAL EDITION, 47, (2008), 1861-1865

ADVANCED MATERIALS, 20, (2008), 3672
ADVANCED MATERIALS, 19, (2007), 3937

An alternative approach to the fabrications of nanostructured media by nanolithography is the formation
of nanostructures by self-organization, where
spontaneously ordered, large-area patterns of
nanometric objects appear. In this context chemical
solution deposition (CSD) offers a high throughput
and cost-efficient route for the generation of functional complex oxides which are highly attractive for
applications in electronic, optoelectronic or biological
devices.
We combine ultradiluted metalorganic precursor
solutions of Ce0.9Gd0.1O2-y (CGO) and La0.7Sr0.3MnO3
(LSMO), spin coated on top of different single crystalline substrates (LaAlO3, SrTiO3, Yttria-stabilized
ZrO2, and MgO), to generate 0D, 1D and 2D selfassembled strained oxide nanostructures, as a
consequence of the interplay among lattice
mismatch, crystallographic structure and interface
and surface energies.

• Track etched polymer templates directly buffering
single crystalline substrates with a large lattice
mismatch to LSMO (Silicon for example), have been
successfully used as a novel methodology to generate assemblies of single crystalline LSMO nanowires
exhibiting a new monoclinic crystallographic structure [4].
• When the same methodology is used on low lattice
mismatch single crystalline substrates (LaAlO3 or
SrTiO3) vertical self assembled LSMO nanostructures
are generated.

• The fluorite Ce0.9Gd0.1O2-y over (001)-LaAlO3
(perovskite) heteroepitaxy results in the formation of
single crystalline nanometer size (011)-oriented
nanowires displaying two possible orthogonal
orientations, due to the anisotropy of the interfacial
strain and surface energies.
• A drastic change occurs when the substrate is
modified by nanometer-depth indentation lines
before the growth of epitaxial CGO nanowires, and
the degeneracy in nanowires orientation is lifted due
to the local strain field induced by nanoindentation.

AFM TOPOGRAPHY IMAGE OF
SELF ASSEMBLED SINGLE
CRYSTALLINE
(011)-Ce0.9Gd0.1O2-Y
NANO-WIRES GROWN ON TOP
OF A (001)-LaAlO3 SUBSTRATE
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FE-SEM IMAGE OF POLYCRYSTALLINE
LSMO NANORODS ON TOP OF
(001)-SrTiO3, GENERATED BY SUBSTRATE
SUPPORTED TRACK ETCHED POLYMER
TEMPLATES ASSISTED CHEMICAL
SOLUTION DEPOSITION

The results in this paper show that nanoparticles are
capable of influencing the structure of organic
matter and changing its properties. The concept of
influencing fibre phase with nanoparticles is of
importance across a range of disciplines, and is at
the forefront of knowledge in nanomaterials. In our
work, we show that it is important in molecular
materials which conduct electricity. The chemical
system in question is a synthetic one comprised of
supramolecular (beyond the molecule) nanofibres
formed by an organic molecule and gold
nanoparticles. The organic molecule forms a physical
gel in a liquid – rather like the common-or-garden
jelly – where the liquid is immobilised, as can be
seen in the macroscopic photograph. The molecules
in this gel are stacked on top of one another thanks
to hydrogen bonds, which gently unite the
components leading to fibres.[1] These fibres, which
have diameters of a few tens of nanometers, are
capable of acting as cables for electrical
conductivity,[2] especially when they are oxidised with
iodine. The middle image shows an atomic force
microscope image of some of these fibres.

When specially coated gold nanoparticles are
introduced into the gel during its formation, the type
of fibre that is formed is influenced. This effect leads
to an enhancement of their conductivity. The
improvement in the organic material in this
composite material is thanks to the incorporation of
the particles within the fibres, as seen in the
greyscale transmission electron microscope image
on the right. Thanks to the coating on the
nanoparticle, which can form hydrogen bonds with
the organic molecule, there is a structural change. In
principle, this kind of supramolecular approach to
nanocomposites could lead to new materials with
unique properties, an area which is actively pursued
in the ICMAB.

1. J. Puigmartí-Luis, V. Laukhin, A. Pérez del Pino, J. Vidal-Gancedo, C.
Rovira, E. Laukhina and D.B. Amabilino. ANGEW. CHEM, INT. ED., 2007, 46,
238-241
2. J. Puigmartí-Luis, A. Minoia, H. Uji-i, C. Rovira, J. Cornil, S. De Feyter, R.
Lazzaroni and D.B. Amabilino . J. AM. CHEM. SOC., 2006, 128, 12602-12603
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Self-assembled monolayers of electroactive
polychlorotriphenylmethyl radicals on surfaces

Preparation of Uniform Rich Cholesterol Small
Unilamellar Vesicles (SUVs) using CO2-Expanded Solvents

N. Crivillers, M. Mas-Torrent, J. Vidal-Gancedo, J. Veciana and C. Rovira

EM. Cano-Sarabia, N. Ventosa, S. Sala, C. Patiño, R. Arranz and J. Veciana

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY, 130, (2008), 5499-5506

LANGMUIR, 24, (2008), 2433-2437
NANONEWSLETTER, 11, (2008), 28-31

Here we highlight our recent results regarding the
functionalisation of different surfaces as silicon
oxide, quartz1 and Au[111] 2 with polychlorotriphenylmethyl (PTM) radicals following different strategies
in which interactions of different nature are involved
(i.e. electrostatic,1 coordination bond2 and covalent
bond). In all cases, it was proved that the magnetic
character of the molecule persists on the surface
and gives rise to multifunctional surfaces with
electrochemical, optical, and magnetic activities.
PTM are stable organic radicals deeply colored and
also exhibit fluorescence in the red region of the
spectra. More interestingly, PTM radicals are
electroactive and can be easily and reversibly
reduced (or oxidized) to their anionic (or cationic)
species. The oxidized and reduced states show

different optical properties than the radical and are
also non-magnetic and non-fluorescent. All these
properties are transferred to the functionalized
surfaces and these SAMs can be used as chemical
and electrochemical redox switches with optical
(absorption and fluorescence) and magnetic
responses. By using PTM radical properly functionalized as a ink, in a microcontact printing process,
micropatterned surfaces are obtained as shown by
confocal fluorescence microscopy.1
The chemical flexibility and versatility of PTM
radicals demonstrate the potential of preparing
self-assembled multifunctional molecular devices on
different surfaces and with diverse methodologies
opening the door to stimuli-responsive surfaces.

CONFOCAL FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY IMAGE

1- N. Crivillers, M. Mas-Torrent, S. Perruchas, N. Roques, J. Vidal-Gancedo,
J. Veciana, C. Rovira, L. Basabe-Desmonts, B-J. Ravoo, M. Crego-Calama, and
D. N. Reinhoudt
ANGEW. CHEM. INT. ED., 2007,46, 2215-2219
2- O. Shekhah, N. Roques, V. Mugnaini, C. Munuera, C. Ocal, J. Veciana and C. Wöll
LANGMUIR, 2008, 24, 6640-6648
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Small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) are attracting a
great deal of interest as intelligent materials for
drug-delivery since they can be used as containers
sensitive to external stimuli-pressure, pH,
temperature or concentration changes in the
medium triggering modifications in their
supramolecular structures. Drugs can interact with
vesicles in several different ways depending on their
solubility and polarity characteristics. Indeed, they
can be inserted in the lipid chain bilayer region,
intercalated in the polar head group region, adsorbed
on the membrane surface, anchored by a hydrophilic
tail or entrapped in the inner aqueous vesicle core.
The control of the nanostructure - particle size
distribution, membrane morphology and
supramolecular organization - of these vesicular
systems is of profound importance for their
applications in material science and for drug delivery
purposes. Important pharmacological features of
lipid vesicles, such as stability, loading capability,
leakage kinetics of the entrapped substances, and
response speed to external stimuli are tightly related
to its nanostructure.
Herein we present a novel method, which uses
CO2-expanded solvents, for the straightforward
preparation of stable and structurally well-defined
uniform spherically shaped, unilamellar rich
cholesterol SUVs dispersed in an aqueous phase,
showing physicochemical characteristics
unachievable by conventional mixing technologies. It
is worth mentioning that this process overcomes
some of the limitations related to traditional methods
for preparing such systems, offering alternative
advantages for clean and nontoxic drug formulations
and clinical diagnosis.
For instance, design of the stirring system, which is
usually a problem in many conventional mixing
industrial processes for vesicles preparation, is not a
key point. Moreover, it can be scaled up easily,
producing large amounts of the dispersed vesicles.

Application of this new technology for encapsulating
bioactive compounds, inside the water-dispersed
nanovesicles, in order to improve its delivery is
currently in progress.

100 nm

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF SUVS AND THE SUPRAMOLECULAR
ARRANGEMENT OF THE CHOLESTEROL AND SURFACTANT MOLECULES,
WHICH CONSTITUTE ITS MEMBRANE.

200 nm

CRYO-TEM MICROGRAPH IMAGES OF CHOLESTEROL VESICULAR SYSTEMS
PREPARED BY THE NOVEL METHOD USING COMPRESSED CO2.
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Intramolecular Electron Transfer Phenomena:
Solvent Tuning from Normal to Inverted Marcus Region
and the Role of Electrostatic Forces in Bistability
I. Ratera, C. Sporer, D. Ruiz-Molina, N. Ventosa, J. Baggerman, A.M. Brouwer,
G.D’Avino, L.Grisanti, J.Guasch, A. Painelli, C. Rovira and J. Veciana
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY, 130, (2008), 12064-12072
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY, 129, (2007), 6117-6129
Systems formed by donor and acceptor units
covalently attached by an organic bridge have interest
for the investigation of Intramolecular Electron
Transfer (IET) phenomena. The interest arises from
the potential use of such systems as molecular wires
on integrated molecular-sized devices. From the
theoretical point of view, these studies could allow
the rules for the prediction and control of electron
propagation in molecular wires to be worked out.
Here we study the IET phenomena of neutral
paramagnetic donor-acceptor dyads based on
polychlorinated triphenylmethyl radical acceptors
and ferrocene donor units, Fc-PTM. These
compounds exhibit broad absorptions situated in the
near IR region which are associated with the
intramolecular charge transfer. The energy of this
IET can be tuned by changing solvent. The solvent
dependence of the redox potentials allows the
determination of the redox asymmetries ΔG° of the
dyads. The latter values, along with the experimental
Eopt spectroscopic data, allow us to estimate, using
the total energy balance Eopt = λ + ΔG°, the
reorganization energy values, λ, and their solvent
polarity dependence. Since ΔG° and λ are of the
same order of magnitude but exhibit opposite trends
in their solvent polarity dependence, a unique shift
from the normal to the inverted Marcus region with

the change in solvent polarity is found. As far as we
know these are the first molecular systems were it is
possible to pass from normal to inverted Marcus
region simply by changing the polarity of the solvent.
In solution these compounds exists mainly in the
neutral form. By contrast, in crystals at room
temperature both the neutral and the zwitterionic
forms coexist, pointing to a true bistability
phenomenon. We rationalize these findings
accounting for the role of intermolecular
electrostatic interactions in Fc-PTM crystals. In fact
the energy of the zwitterionic form is lowered in the
crystal by attractive electrostatic intermolecular
interactions and the cooperative nature of these
interactions explains the observed coexistence of
neutral and zwitterionic species. The temperature
evolution Mössbauer spectra of Fc-PTM is
quantitatively reproduced adopting a bottom-up
modelling strategy that combines a molecular
model, derived from optical spectra of Fc-PTM in
solution, with a model for intermolecular
electrostatic interactions, supported by
quantum-chemical calculations. Fc-PTM then offers
the first experimental demonstration of bistability
induced by electrostatic interactions in crystals of
valence tautomeric donor-acceptor molecules.
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Hexafluorotitanate salts containing organic cations:
Use as a reaction medium
and precursor to the synthesis of titanium dioxide
D. Gutiérrez-Tauste, X. Domènech, C. Domingo and J.A. Ayllón
CHEMICAL COMMUNICATIONS, 44, (2007), 4659-4661

In the search for low cost and easy to implement
methods to prepare nanocrystalline titanium dioxide
(TiO2), in this work we have explored the use of new
techniques that avoid the use of organic solvents
and/or controlled atmospheres. TiO2 is a strategic
material, with numerous applications in the areas of
coatings and sensors [1]. Its use in photocatalysis
and dye-sensitized solar cells is especially relevant
to the solution of several problems, such as water
contamination and energy supply. Hence, the search
for new preparation methods that allow control over
the microstructural and morphological parameters,
and thus the properties of TiO2, is encouraged. On the
other hand, ionic liquids (ILs) are new tools for
designing alternative strategies in chemical
synthesis and separation processes [2]. Several
advantages have also been established for materials
preparation using these new fluids. For instance, ILs
can stabilize nanoparticles and they work as
templates in zeolite crystallization. ILs with a metal
center can, simultaneously, act as a solvent,
molecular precursor and crystal growth driving
agent. This attractive ‘‘all-in-one’’ synthesis strategy
has been pursued in this work to prepare TiO2. The
article describes how the simple modification of a
solution of commercial hexafluorotitanic acid (60
wt% in water) with organic derivatives containing a
tetraalkylammonium cation produces stable
precursor solutions that include only a small fraction
of water. These titania precursors, after reacting with
boric acid at 85 ºC, were quantitatively transformed
into nanocrystalline TiO2. Due to the low proportion of
water present, the obtained medium can be
considered similar to that of ILs [3]. The method
presents numerous advantages: all chemicals used
are low cost, no organic solvent is needed, neither an
inert atmosphere nor pressurized reactors are
required, and the by-products can be washed with
water. A key advantage of this method is its
versatility, since the crystal size and structure of the

final product can be modified by careful choice of
organic cation. Due to its high ionic content, the
precursor mixture is, remarkably, able to absorb
microwave radiation, and using this heating
procedure, the time necessary to produce the
nanoparticles can be significantly reduced from
hours to minutes.

CHARACTERIZATION OF PRECIPITATED TIO2 BY HIGH-RESOLUTION
TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, SHOWING THAT THE OBTAINED
TIO2 CONSISTED OF NANOCRYSTALS (5–7 NM) WITH A NARROW SIZE
DISTRIBUTION. A SELECTED-AREA ELECTRON DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS OF
THE SAMPLE POINTED TO THE ANATASE CRYSTAL PHASE.

[1] X. Chen and S.S. Mao,
CHEM. REV., 2007, 107 (7), 2891
[2] M. Antonietti, D. Kuang, B. Smarsly and Y. Zhou,
ANGEW. CHEM., INT. ED., 2004, 43, 4988
[3] A. P. Abbott, G.Capper, D.L. Davies and R.K. Rasheed,
CHEM.–EUR. J., 2004, 10, 3769
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Self-Assembly of Halogenated Cobaltacarborane Compounds:

Boron-Assisted C–H···X–B Hydrogen Bonds?
M. Gajek, M. Bibes, S. Fusil, K. Bouzehouane, J. Fontcuberta, A.E. Barthélémy,
A. Fert, V. Laukhin, V. Skumryev, X. Marti, D. Hrabovsky,
F. Sánchez, M.V. García-Cuenca, C. Ferrater, M. Varela, U. Lüders and J.F. Bobo
NATURE MATERIALS, 6, (2007), 296-302
PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS, 97, (2006), 227201

CHEMISTRY EUROPEAN JOURNAL, 13, (2007), 2493

electric polarization of the barrier. This approach has
required the growth of ferroelectric nanometric (~2-5
nm) thin films of BiMnO3 which by itself is as been
challenging. Moreover, as BiMnO3 is ferromagnetic, a
spin filtering effect has been also obtained, and
therefore two different conductance states have been
obtained depending on the relative orientation of the
filter and the analyzer (La1/3Sr2/3MnO3). In summary,
using biferroic BiMnO3 four conductance states are
obtained in a single memory tunnel junction (Fig 1).

FIG. 2

This result contrasts with the binary states of
common tunnel barriers. In spite of this success, the
magnetization and the ferroelectric polarization are
weakly coupled and thus electric field can not switch
the magnetization. Our alternative approach, 2),
aiming to overcome this difficulty, has been the
following. We have exploited the exchange coupling
between a soft ferromagnet (Permalloy) and an
antiferromagnetic and ferroelectric material. Here,
the material of choice has been hexagonal YMnO3. By
creating a multilayer YMnO3/Py on top a suitable
metallic electrode (Pt), we have shown that the
exchange bias between YMnO3 and Py can be
modified by an appropriate electric field which, when
polarizing the ferroelectric, modifies (and erases) the
ferroelectric domains and subsequently the
antiferromagnetic domains. It turns out that the
magnetization of Py can be switched by appropriate
biasing the ferroelectric layer (Fig 2).

FIG. 1

One of the drawbacks of the current approach to
control the state of magnetic tunnel memories, is the
use of current-generated magnetic field to switch the
magnetization of the ferromagnetic electrodes from
parallel to antiparallel. Concomitant to the use of
current –––control is the existence of Joule heating
(and thus power dissipation) together with the
inherent cross-talk between neighbouring memory
elements due to the spread of the Oersted field
created by the addressing current. Therefore there is
a need to switch from current control of magnetic
devices to electric-field control which could allow
open-circuit control with a dramatic reduction of
losses and cross-talk. Electric control of magnetic
materials requires materials in which the
magnetization can be controlled by an electric field.
This would imply using materials having
magnetoelectric response, eventually a dual
ferroelectric and ferromagnetic character, in which
both order parameters were coupled. Unfortunately,
there are few multiferroic oxides being
simultaneously ferromagnetic and ferroelectric and
thus there is a formidable task to demonstrate the
principle of operation and discovery of suitable new
materials. We have faced these difficulties using two
different approaches: 1) We have used the unique
ferroelectric and ferromagnetic perovskite BiMnO3 to
demonstrate that we can exploit the ferroelectric
character of the tunel barrier to obtain two different
states of conductance depending on the sense of
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J. Giner Planas, F. Teixidor, C. Viñas, M.E. Light and M.B. Hursthouse

The chemical and physical properties of molecular
crystals can be traced back to their molecular and
macroscopic properties. [1] The nature of their
components (the molecules) and packing structures
(supramolecules) are just as important as the
symmetry of the ensemble. For this reason, crystal
engineering, the ability to design and prepare
molecular crystal structures by using the
self-assembling properties of the molecules, is
emerging as a powerful strategy for the construction
of novel functional, nanoscale materials. [2] When
successful, this bottom-up approach to the
construction of molecular materials through weak
interactions can have a very high overall efficiency
compared to other methods. In recent years, crystal
engineers have begun to explore the potential of
interactions other than classical hydrogen bonds as
directors of molecular association. Interactions such
as C–H···X (X = halogen), have often been considered
as van der Waals (vdW) interactions. In the present
work we show that the latter statement is only valid
for carbon-bound halogens (C–H···X–C) but not for
their boron-bound analogues (C–H···X–B).

blocks (the molecules) if one wants to control the
way molecular building blocks are assembled in a
desired (designed) superstructure and the material
properties. [3] We disclose a new class of “halogen
acceptors”, that is, boron-bound halogens (X–B). The
latter are all engaged in noncovalent C–H···X–B
interactions in crystals of halogenated
cobaltacarboranes. We have combined the analysis of
the supramolecular structures of a series of
halogenated cyclopentadienyl cobaltacarborane
compounds and the statistical analysis of boron
containing compounds from the Cambridge Data
Base to understand the “halogen acceptors”
capabilities of these boron-bound halogens.
Statistical analysis of hydrogen bonding (180,000
observations) in crystal structures containing X–M (B
or C) groups shows that the strength of the formed
hydrogen bonds follows the order of the arrow in the
picture, consistent with the order of polarity of these
bonds. The chemical implications of the findings are
of general relevance in the understanding of weak
interactions that are now recognized to be important
to many areas of chemistry, materials science and
structural biology.

The paper described here deals with the preparation
and study of the supramolecular structures for a new
class of, basically unexplored, boron based
molecular materials (Scheme 1). These materials are
the result of a complex combination of inorganic
(boron clusters), organometallic (metals) and
supramolecular chemistry (non covalent
interactions). In these complex systems it is essential
to control the chemistry of the starting building

[1] M. D. Hollingsworth, SCIENCE, 2002, 295, 2410
[2] See for example: a) G. R. Desiraju and T. Steiner, The Weak Hydrogen
Bond in Structural Chemistry and Biology, Oxford University Press, Oxford,
2001; b) D. A. Britz and A. N. Khlobystov, CHEM. SOC. REV. 2006, 35, 637
[3] a) J. G. Planas, C. Viñas, F. Teixidor, A. Comas-Vives, G. Ujaque, A. Lledós,
M. E. Light, M. B. Hursthouse, J. AM. CHEM. SOC. 2005, 127, 15976; b) J. G.
Planas, C. Viñas, F. Teixidor, M. E. Light and M. B. Hursthouse,
CRYSTENGCOMM, 2007, 9, 888
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Raman scattering interferences as a probe of vertical
coherence in multilayers of carbon-induced Ge quantum dots

Deciphering structural evolutions
in positive nickel battery electrodes

P.D. Lacharmoise, A. Bernardi, A.R. Goñi, M.I. Alonso and M. Garriga

M. Casas-Cabanas, J. Canales Vázquez, J. Rodríguez- Carvajal and M.R. Palacín

Physical Review B, 76, (2007), 155311

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY, 129, (2007), 5840-5842

Self-assembled Ge/Si quantum dot (QD) nanostructures with controlled carbon doping can be readily
grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). This leads
to samples with higher dot density and a fairly
monomodal and narrow size distribution, as well as
dots with very high Ge content (see Fig. 1). Moreover,
in multistack structures the strain memory is erased
which can be used to obtain vertically uncorrelated
dots in spite of using thin Si spacer layers. For this
purpose MBE multistacks of Ge/Si quantum dots
were grown, with period and composition of the
superlattice adjusted to influence the propagation of
acoustic phonons, in such a way that the thermal
conductivity across the structure is strongly reduced
whereas the electrical transport remains efficient.
The key issue here is to make explicit use of the fact
that the C deposition leads to an almost complete
alignment disorder in growth direction even though
the Si spacer-layer thickness is kept at values as
small as 10 nm, needed for having significant
electrical conductivity. Preliminary results indicate
that a reduction of the thermal conductivity by a
factor of two is readily achieved just by introducing
strong disorder in the alignment of the dots in growth

FIG. 1. (A) TOPOGRAPHIC IMAGE BY AFM OF THE UNCAPPED
CARBON-INDUCED Ge QUANTUM DOT SAMPLE AND (B) LINE SCAN
ACROSS A REPRESENTATIVE DOT. (C) TEM IMAGE OF THE SAMPLE WITH
10-nm-THICK CAP LAYER SHOWING ONE Ge DOT IN CROSS SECTION.

direction (see Fig. 2). This would produce materials
with extremely high figures of merit of thermoelectric power suitable for applications as “on-chip”
coolers and/or for generation of electricity out of heat.

FIG. 2. (A) MEASURED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF
TEMPERATURE FOR A SAMPLE WITH VERTICALLY ALIGNED DOTS (SOLID
BLUE SYMBOLS) AND WITHOUT VERTICAL CORRELATION (OPEN RED
SYMBOLS). ALSO SHOWN ARE RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS USING THE
EXTENDED FOURIER HEAT TRANSPORT EQUATION (SOLID LINE). THE
INSET SHOWS SKETCHES OF THE QUANTUM DOT SUPERLATTICE (QDSL)
NANOSTRUCTURES WITH AND WITHOUT VERTICAL CORRELATION. BLACK
SQUARES REPRESENT THE Ge DOTS, WHEREAS GRAY REGIONS
CORRESPOND TO THE GE WETTING LAYER. WHITE REGIONS REPRESENT
THE SI SPACER. (B) MEASURED RAMAN SPECTRA OF THE
CORRESPONDING SAMPLES IN (A). THE OBSERVATION OF WELL
DEVELOPED “INTERFERENCES” IN THE RAMAN SPECTRA IS THE
SIGNATURE OF GOOD ALIGNMENT OF THE DOTS ALONG THE GROWTH
DIRECTION.

J. Alvarez-Quintana, X. Alvarez, J. Rodriguez-Viejo, D. Jou, P.D. Lacharmoise,
A. Bernardi, A.R. Goñi, and M.I. Alonso,
APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS, 2008, 93, 013112-1 – 013112-3
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The increasing number of applications that require
electrical energy storage devices has strongly
stimulated the development of new systems as well
as the improvement of the existing ones. Among the
latter, nickel based batteries fulfil the basic
requirements needed in industrial and transportation
applications in terms of energy density,
charge-discharge rate, lifetime, cost, and safety.
Although different technologies have been developed
and commercialized for secondary nickel batteries
(Ni/MH, Ni/H2, Ni/Cd, Ni/Zn or Ni/Fe), they all share
the same positive electrode i.e. layered brucite type
β-Ni(OH)2 in the discharged (reduced) state and
β-NiOOH in the charged (oxidized) state.
Despite more than a century of research in this
system and huge amounts of experimental data
accumulated, critical knowledge gaps still exist in
the basic understanding of the processes occurring
in the nickel oxyhydroxide electrode under operation.
One of the major drawbacks in the study of this
system is the low crystallinity of the phases involved.

Indeed, electrode manufacturers empirically
established long ago that as-precipitated nanometric
β-Ni(OH)2 exhibited higher capacity than well
crystallized β-Ni(OH)2 but it has much more recently
been confirmed that a shorter ion/electron diffusion
length coupled with strains and structural defects
are sine qua non reasons for electroactivity.[1-2] A
combination of X-ray and neutron powder diffraction
and high resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) has been used to demonstrate
that the nickel battery positive electrode material
β-NiOOH undergoes reversible structural
transformations upon oxidation and reduction
processes. With the implementation of models taking
into account microstructural features, it was possible
to refine the structure of the oxidised phase, with
intrinsic low crystallinity. Contrary to what was
believed, it is not isostructural with reduced
β-Ni(OH)2. This discovery represents an important
step towards a full understanding of the operation
mechanism of the positive electrode in all nickel
based batteries at the atomic level.

[1] C. Delmas and C. Tessier, J. MATER. CHEM. 1997, 7, 1439-1443.
[2] M. Casas-Cabanas, J. Rodríguez-Carvajal, J. Canales-Vázquez and M. R. Palacín J. MATER. CHEM. 2006, 16(28), 2925-2939.
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Vortex pinning in YBCO films and nanocomposites
J. Figueras, T. Puig, X. Obradors, W.K. Kwok, L. Paulius, G.W. Crabtree,
G. Deutscher J. Gutiérrez, A. Llordés, J. Gázquez, M. Gibert, N. Romà, S. Ricart, A. Pomar,
F. Sandiumenge and N. Mestres
NATURE MATERIALS, 6, (2007), 367
APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS, 90, (2007), 162514
NATURE PHYSICS, 2, (2006), 402
Power applications of YBa2Cu3O7−δ (YBCO)
superconducting tapes require conductors with high
pinning forces at high temperatures. Thereof,
understanding of vortex-pinning mechanisms in
those materials is crucial for further applications. We
have shown that the upper limit of Irreversibility line,
Hirr(T) (Hirr(T) defined as the maximum magnetic field
where vortex immobilization is achieved) is
determined by the loss of the vortex line tension
induced by thermal fluctuations, Hl(T). This is a
universal magnetic field line which lies between the
melting line, Hm(T), and the upper critical field, Hc2(T),
and separate a region where linear vortices still
display some pinning effects from a 2D pancake
liquid phase and no sign of vortex pinning has been
detected. Thus, Hl(T) marks the onset of dissipation
and determines the H-T region in which a
superconductor can be useful for applications.
Nano-engineering the defect structure in YBCO films
appears to be a very efficient way to enhance Hirr(T).
With this aim, we have demonstrated using a low
cost chemical solution deposition technique the
growth of YBCO/BaZr03(BZO) nanocomposite films
(fig 1a) which exhibit enormous effectiveness for

magnetic flux pinning (fig 1b). The uniqueness
microstructure of those nanocomposites arises from
a modified crystallization mechanism, where
non-coherent randomly oriented BZO nanodots
remain trapped within the film while epitaxial
particles nucleate at the substrate interface.
Extensive TEM and critical current measurements
have shown that the enhanced pinning observed for
all magnetic-field orientations derives from a high
density of quasi-isotropic defects existing in the
YBCO matrix strongly influenced by non-coherent
BZO nanodots (inset fig 1a). Vortex pinning behavior
in those films was analyzed by applying a powerful
methodology based on the study of temperature
dependences of isotropic and anisotropic pinning
contributions. This methodology is able to identify the
strength of the pinning centers and classify them in
weak and strong according to established flux
pinning models. The nanocomposites exhibit a
reduced anisotropy of Jc(θ) (fig 1c) and an enormous
enhancement of the isotropic strong pinning
contribution (dashed lines in fig 1c), which becomes
dominant over an extended zone of the H-T phase
diagram.

FIGURE 1- A) CROSS-SECTION TEM IMAGE OF A NANOCOMPOSITE FILM WHERE BZO NANODOTS ARE CLEARLY DISCERNED. INSET: HRTEM IMAGE OF A
BZO NANODOT LOCATED AT THE BULK OF THE YBCO FILM. B) PINNING FORCE CURVES OF A NANOCOMPOSITE FILM AT 65K AND 77 K, COMPARED WITH
A STANDARD YBCO–TFA FILM AT 65 K AND NbTi WIRES AT 4.2 K. C) ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF Jc MEASURED FOR A NANOCOMPOSITE AT 5T AND 77K,
COMPARED WITH A STANDARD FILM.
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Crystalline order of a water/glycine-film co-adsorbed
on the (104)-calcite surface
U.Magdans, X. Torrelles, K. Angermund, H. Gies and J. Rius

LANGMUIR, 23, (2007), 4999-5004

For biomineralization processes the interaction of
the surface of calcite crystals with organic molecules
is of particular importance. Especially biologically
controlled biomineralization as in exoskeletons of
molluscs and echinoderms, e.g. sea urchin with
single crystal like spines and shells1-3, requires
molecular control of seed formation and growth
process. So far, experiments showing the obvious
influence of organic molecules on the morphology
and habit of calcite crystals demonstrated the
molecular dimension of the interaction, however,
without mechanistic details on the atomistic
scale.Using grazing incidence X-ray diffraction
(GIXRD) combined with molecular modeling
techniques we show that glycine molecules order
periodically on the calcite (104)-face in competition
with the solvent water when exposed to an aqueous
solution of the most simple amino acid. In contrast to
the general concept of the charge matching fit of
organic molecules on mineral surfaces, glycine is not
attached to the calcite surface directly, but
substitutes for water molecules in the 2nd hydration
layer. The sorption experiment was carried out in two
steps: i. the calcite surface is covered with pure
water, and ii.the glycine molecules are introduced
into the water film exposed to the mineral surface.
The two corresponding diffraction data sets (Crystal
Truncation Rods) were subsequently measured at the ESRF.
The completely hydrated calcite surface consists of
two laterally ordered monolayers of water on the
slightly relaxed mineral surface (Fig.1). When glycine
molecules are added to the sorbate layer of the
calcite surface in aqueous environment the
interaction between surface atoms and the glycine
molecules is not strong enough to replace water
molecules in the first hydration layer. Glycine
molecules are accommodated only in the second
layer (Fig. 2). Two different glycine geometries with
identical probabilities and randomly distributed can
coexist on the calcite surface.

FIGURE 1 STRUCTURE MODEL OF THE HYDRATED ORTHORHOMBIC
CALCITE UNIT CELL. COLORED MOLECULES INDICATE THE REFINED
INTERFACE STRUCTURE, WHEREAS BULK ATOM POSITIONS ARE SHOWN
IN GREY. THE WATER MOLECULES IN THE SECOND ADSORBATE LAYER ARE
INDICATED WITH DARK RED O-ATOMS.

FIGURE 2 STRUCTURE MODEL OF THE ORTHORHOMBIC CALCITE UNIT
CELL IN AQUEOUS GLYCINE SOLUTION. COLORED MOLECULES INDICATE
THE REFINED INTERFACE STRUCTURE, WHEREAS BULK ATOM POSITIONS
ARE SHOWN IN GREY. THE TWO DIFFERENT MOTIFS OF OCCUPATION IN
THE SECOND ADSORBATE LAYER, CONSISTING OF ONE GLYCINE AND ONE
WATER MOLECULE, ARE DISPLAYED IN ORANGE AND TURQUOISE. A1 AND
A2 REFER TO THE ADSORBATE LAYERS WHILE L1 TO L4 TO THE CALCITE
CRISTAL ONES.
[1] Raup, D. M. In Physiology of Echinodermata; Boolootian, R. A., Ed.; Wiley
Interscience Publishers: New York, 1966, 379-395.
[2] Weiner, S., Addadi, L. and Wagner, H.D., MAT. SCI. AND ENG. 2000, C 11, 1-8.
[3] Magdans, U. and Gies, H. EUR. J. MIN. 16, 2004, 261-268.
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Engineered spin-polarized sources

Evaluation as potential T1-MRI contrast agents for Molecular Imaging
E. Taboada, E. Rodríguez, A. Roig, J. Oró, A. Roch, and R. N. Muller

U. Lüders, A. Barthélémy, M. Bibes, K. Bouzehouane, S. Fusil, E. Jacquet,
J.-P. Contour, J.-F. Bobo, J. Fontcuberta and A. Fert

LANGMUIR, 23, (2007), 4583-4588

ADVANCED MATERIALS, 18, (2006), 1733-1736

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a medical
imaging technique employed in clinical practices to
visualize contrast differences between healthy and
pathological tissues. Efforts are being dedicated to
develop safer and more effective contrast agents
(CAs) that will expand the diagnostic utility and
improve the precision of MRI. Positive contrast
agents reduce T1 resulting in a brighter signal, while
negative contrast agents reduce T2 (or T2*) resulting
in a darker signal. Iron oxides (magnetite and
maghemite) have played an important role as
negative MR T2-contrast agents. Negative T2-CAs
sometimes extend beyond their immediate
surroundings leading to distorted or obscure
adjacent anatomy. In that context, positive
iron-oxides T1-CA, once adequately functionalized,
could be very useful for applications, like tracking of
stem cells or transplanted cells, where the exact
location and extent of the cells are important
parameters. Alternatively, ultra-small particles of
iron oxides can also be used as blood pool contrast
media for angiography. This work investigates the
physical-chemical, magnetic and relaxometric
behavior of ultra-small maghemite nanoparticles
aqueous dispersions with very narrow particle size
distribution and high magnetization. The
homogeneity of the system was assessed by
measuring the mean particle size by complementary
techniques. The work also reports on the potential
use of this system as positive contrast agents for
MRI. The synthesis of the nanoparticles was based
on the decomposition of Fe(CO)5 in organic media.
Nanoparticles were stabilized in physiological
environment, transferring them to an aqueous
Relaxivity
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medium using an ammonium salt and sodium
citrate. The particle size distribution remained
narrow as well as superparamagnetic at room
temperature. The performed relaxometric
characterization is in good agreement with magnetic
and TEM results also pointing to a very narrow
particle size distribution. As a consequence of the
high magnetization at clinical field strengths, they
monodispersity and ultra-small size, our particles
can be used as a positive T1-contrast agent since
their present a very low r2/r1 ratio.

Development and progress in spintronics mainly rely
on the availability of spin-polarized currents which
afterwards can be manipulated by magnetic (the
case here) or electric fields.1 The ferromagnetic
transition metals which are currently used as spin
current sources in spintronic devices, have a spin
polarization of about 40 % thus limiting severely the
performance of Magnetic tunnel junctions and
related components. Therefore search and
development of new spin polarized sources is a
prerequisite for further progress in spintronics.
Our activity is directed towards this goal and our
approximation is to develop suitable material’s
architectures that could act as spin filters, thus
overcoming intrinsic limitations of available metals.
Spin filtering could, in principle, be achieved by
passing a non spin-polarized current across a
ferromagnetic (insulating) tunnel barrier. Due to the
existence of distinct energy barriers for spin-up and
spin-down electrons is expected to produce a
different conductance for both spin channels thus
leading to a spin-polarized current at the output of
the tunnel barrier (Fig 1).

Therefore, we have developed a number of
ferromagnetic nanometric epitaxial thin films that
could be integrated as tunnel barriers in tunnel
tunctions (TJ). In this TJ the injecting electrode is a
paramagnetic metal and the counter-electrode is a
ferromagnetic layer acting as spin analyzer.
Two families of ferromagnetic thin films materials
have been epitaxially grown: perovskite structure
(BiMnO3) and spinel structure (NiFe2O4 and CoFe2O4).
So far, Au has been used as current injector and
ferromagnetic La1/3Sr2/3MnO3 as ferromagnetic
analyzer. In the diagram below the schematic of a
spin-filtering tunnel barrier is shown. The results
obtained using either BiMnO3 and NiFe2O4 (Fig 2)
demonstrate that spin filtering using ferromagnetic
oxides is possible and constitute a promising new
approach towards development of more sensitive
(and smaller) magnetic tunnel junctions.
Unfortunately however, for practical applications
more work is required to push operation temperature
up to well above room temperature. This is the axis
of our current activity.

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

(1) M. Gajek, M. Bibes, S. Fusil, K. Bouzehouane, J. Fontcuberta, A.E. Barthélémy and A. Fert, NATURE MATERIALS, 6, (2007), 296-302
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Spin state of Co and magnetic transitions in RBaCo2O5.50:
dependence on rare earth

First example of a discrete P··I-I··P assembly.
The large influence of weak interactions on the 31P-NMR
of iodinated phosphorus compounds

C. Frontera, J.L. García-Muñoz, A.E. Carrillo, M.A.G. Aranda, I. Margiolaki, A. Caneiro

R. Núñez, P. Farràs, F. Teixidor, C. Viñas, R, Sillanpää and R. Kivekäs

PHYSICAL REVIEW B, 74, (2006), 054406

ANGEWANDTE CHEMIE-INTERNATIONAL EDITION, 45, (2006), 1270-1272

Cobalt oxides present a plethora of challenging
properties like giant magnetoresistance,
double-exchange, phase separation, spin state
changes, metal-insulator transitions, high
thermoelectric power, mixed-conduction, charge and
orbital transitions or superconductivity among
others. Cobalt shows a great facility to present
different spin states at different temperatures. This
capacity has been a puzzling problem and a source of
controversy for several years, and plays a prominent
role in most of their properties. As examples of a
direct effect of the spin state degree of freedom we
must mention the large Seebeck coefficient
displayed by different cobalt oxides or the “spin state
blockade” mechanism controlling the electronic
mobility.
In this context, the layered cobaltites RBaCo2O5+δ
(R=rare earth and 0≤δ≤1) present a highly ordered
structure, remarkable physical properties and a
great magnetic complexity: different spins states
imply different occupancies of the outermost eg
orbital and thus different magnetic interaction
according to Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson rules.
Of special interest are the cobaltites with δ=0.5,
where Co ions have the single Co3+ valence. In this
case, different magnetic transitions have been
reported in this series for several rare-earths
ranging from the small ones (Ho, Er) to the large
ones (Pr, Nd). In all cases, a spin state transition is

accompanied by a metal-insulator transition, and two
or even three magnetic transitions involving the
long-range ordering of Co moments. Related with
their remarkable magnetotransport properties and
structural transitions, a great controversy has
appeared about these magnetic structures and the
spin of Co at different sites. Different groups report
different magnetic structures and even different
magnetic lattices. We have carefully tested the
reported magnetic structures and spin states against
our neutron data collected for R=Pr. We carried out a
thorough analysis of the possible magnetic
structures in the two successive ordered magnetic
phases of PrBaCo2O5.50. We have also tested all
models proposed in the literature against our
models, and have analyzed neutron data for samples
with perfect order and residual disorder in the
oxygen vacancies arrangement. We conclude that the
low temperature magnetic structure of RBaCo2O5.50
varies sometimes with the rare earth, but main
magnetic phases and spin states in the two
coexisting Co environments (octahedral and
pyramidal) are common below the metal-insulator
transition. From our detailed study, we attribute
some of the discrepancies in the literature to defects
in the ordering of oxygen vacancies. Finally, we have
explained the successive magnetic structures on the
basis of the orbital occupancy expected according to
the crystal-field.

During our research on o-carboranylmonophosphane
derivatives, 1-PR2-2-Me-1,2-C2B10H10 [R = Ph (1), iPr
(2)],1 the preparation of the molecular
charge-transfer “spoke” complex
(1-PiPr2-2-Me-1,2-C2B10H10)•I2 was reported,2 where
the I-I distance (3.021(1) Å) was the shortest
observed for tertiary phosphane-diiodine
compounds. This prompted us to construct
compounds featuring an even shorter I-I distance
while still maintaining the P-I-I interaction. The
1-PPh2-2-Me-1,2-C2B10H10 (1), was considered
appropriate to explore this possibility, and would
bring real information on the electron-withdrawing
capacity of the o-carboranyl fragment. Titration of 1
with I2, monitored by 31P{1H} NMR spectrometry,
shows that the addition of increasing amounts of I2 to
1 leads to a continuously upfield shift of the δ(31P) tol
-12.4 ppm for 1:2 (1:I2) ratio (Figure 1 left, red line).
No noticeable changes occur after the addition of
further amounts of iodine, that is the opposite of that

observed for 2, in which reaching a 1:2 (2:I2) ratio, the
system reverses the 31P{1H} chemical shift to lower
field due to the formation of [R’R2PI]+I3- species
(Figure 1 left, blue line).
These results confirm that 1 produces a stable
molecular charge-transfer complex. Compound 1 is
a very poor nucleophile, due to the combined
electron-withdrawing power of two aromatic rings
and the o-carboranyl fragment. X-ray diffaction
analysis of single-crystals of 1·I2·1 (Figure 1, right)
reveals an unprecedented feature in
phosphane-diiodine chemistry in which a diiodine
molecule bridges two carboranylphosphanes. A
linear P...I-I...P array of atoms is observed where the
I-I distance is 2.7753(14) Å, the shortest I-I bond in
this kind of compounds. This type of P...I-I...P
bonding, that is necessarily weak, brings new
possibilities to produce supramolecular assemblies
in addition to those controlled by, for example
electrostatic, hydrogen or π-π stacking forces.

FIGURE SUCCESIVE MAGNETIC STRUCTURES AND SPIN -STATE ORDER
DETERMINED BY RIETVELD REFINEMENT OF NEUTRON PD DATA IN
PrBaCo2O5.50 CORRESPONDING TO (A) PBC -D SAMPLE AT 240K, (B) PBC
-D SAMPLE AT 10K AND (C) PBC -O SAMPLE. FOR SOMPLICITY ONLY Co
ATOMS ARE PLOTTED. THE CORRESPONDING ENVIRONMENT (OCTAHEDRA
OR PYRAMIDS) ARE PLOTTED AS SINGLE LINES. IN (A) MAGNETIC CELL
DOUBLES A LATTICE PARAMETER, IN (B) AND (C) MAGNETIC CELL
DOUBLES A AND C OF THE STRUCTURAL CELL.

C. Frontera, J.L. García-Muñoz, O. Castaño, C. Ritter and A. Caneiro.
J. OF PHYSICS: CONDENS. MATTER, 2008, 20, 104228-104234
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(1) a) C. Viñas, R. Núñez, F. Teixidor, R. Sillanpää and R. Kivekäs,
ORGANOMETALLICS, 1999, 18(23), 4712. b) F. Teixidor, R. Núñez, C. Viñas,
R. Kivekäs and R. Sillanpää. INORG. CHEM. 2001, 40(11), 2587.
(2) F. Teixidor, R. Núñez, C. Viñas, R. Sillanpää and R. Kivekäs,
ANGEW. CHEM., INT. ED. 2000, 39, 4290.
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SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
Chemical Solution Deposition of YBa2Cu3O7 and other
oxides: growth mechanism and microstructure development
A. Cavallaro, F. Sandiumenge, J. Gàzquez, T. Puig, X. Obradors, J. Arbiol, H.C. Freyhardt,
M. Coll, Y. Kihn, M.J. Casanove, C. Ballesteros, K. Zalamova, N. Romà,
A. Pomar, S. Morlens, A.E. Carrillo, S. Ricart, N. Mestres, A. Palau, J.H. Durrell,
J.L. MacManus-Driscoll, S. Harrington and M.G. Blamire
ADVANCED FUNCTIONAL MATERIALS, 16, (2006), 1363
CHEMISTRY OF MATERIALS, 18, (2006), 6211
CHEMISTRY OF MATERIALS, 18, (2006), 5897
PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS, 97, (2006), 257002
Chemical Solution Deposition (CSD) has emerged in
recent years as versatile and robust, cost-competitive
and easily scalable growth methodology, specially
adapted to complex oxide structures, including
functional materials as fluorite based ionic conductors, YBa2Cu3O7, perovskite type manganites, etc.
Understanding the growth mechanism and microstructural trajectory at the atomic scale has been at
the focus of our transmission electron microscopy
research. Studies of the CeO2 model system, evidenced the critical role of grain boundary mobility in the
microstructural development, and enlightened new
approaches for the preparation of nanostructured
materials. For the more complex YBa2Cu3O7 superconductor, the yttrium, barium and copper
trifluoroacetate-derived solid precursors obtained
after pyrolysis are fully converted to a high critical
current epitaxial film after a complex reaction path,
involving segregation of intermediate phases within
an oxy-fluoride matrix. Mechanism of strain relief

during the drying and the pyrolysis steps play also a
decisive role controlling the homogeneity of the initial
nanocrystalline as-pyrolyzed precursor. One peculiarity of this growth mechanism is that the YBa2Cu3O7
phase grows through a topotactic-like reaction from
the preexisting fluorite building (Fig. 1). This topological confinement of the growing film promotes a
layered microstructure, in contrast with columnar
like microstructures obtained by physical deposition
techniques.
A thorough critical current analysis, as a function of
temperature, magnetic field, and angle, has allowed
to separate and elucidate the role of twin boundaries
among the huge variety of structural defects characterizing the complex microstructure of CSD derived
films. Notably, for certain temperatures and fields, a
crossover from a flux channeling to a flux pinning
regime has been determined, thus enhancing the
overall critical current of the films.

FIGURE 1 HIGH RESOLUTION TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY IMAGE SHOWING A SNAPSHOT OF THE TOPOTACTIC-LIKE CONVERSION OF THE
Ba-OXYFLUORIDE MATRIX INTO EPITAXIAL YBa2Cu3O7 ASSISTED BY DIFFUSION OF Cu AND Y SPECIES.
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Molecular
Supramolecular Materials
HEAD: Prof. Francesc Teixidor • teixidor@icmab.es

The department of “Molecular and Supramolecular
Materials” is currently made of the group of
“Molecular Materials and Catalysis” and the
“Laboratory of Homogeneous Catalysis”. The main
target of the department is the chemical synthesis of
new molecules that can alter the properties of
surfaces, of bulk solids or liquids. Therefore
molecules that may be physically or chemically
linked to the surface either via chemical bonds, or
the less strong hydrogen and dihydrogen bonds, or
other weak interactions are designed and
synthesized. To this aim new protocols of synthesis to
produce the desired functionalities are studied and
developed. Consequently this department produce
new chemical compounds and study new methods of
generating covalent bonds for the development of
new materials.
The two groups study different types of molecular
compounds related to organometallic and
coordination chemistry, with emphasis in one case in
boron based molecules, boron chemistry, and in the
second in organic oriented species, carbon
chemistry.
The boron oriented group is the only one fully
dedicated to this subject in Spain, and one of the
leading groups in the matter in Europe. The reason
that makes boron so attractive is its capacity to

produce catenation with like atoms, in a way only
comparable to carbon, its semimetal behaviour with
a metal comparable electronegativity, and its high
ionization potential. Therefore in a H-B bond, the
hydrogen is a hydride as it is in a H-M. Besides, in a
C-H the H is slightly acidic. On the other hand the
combination of B-Hs and C-Hs or other Y-Hs (H
acidic) moieties produces a vast realm for unexplored
supramolecular assemblies that may open new
developments in functional materials.
The aim of the organic species oriented group is
focused to the principles of “green chemistry”
working in chemical processes with a reduction of
organic solvents (use of expanded solvents) and also
with the use of “atom economy” approach in catalytic
processes.

1) MATERIALS FOR ENERGY AND CATALYSIS.
Boron clusters can be useful in energy harvesting, in
water sppliting, in hydrogen storage, hydrogen
production, in CO2 storage, in CO2 reduction. For this
to progress, it is necessary to design and synthesize
new molecules with new features that require
previously ill-known protocols of synthesis such as
Cc-C (for in cluster-carbon) and B-C bonds, or

FIGURE 1
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halogen functionalization of borane clusters.
Recently, we have started to synthesize new Boron
based cluster materials for energy, focused on the
generation of hydrogen or oxygen.
In the catalysis field the main objective has been to
study catalytic and intermolecular processes
affording organic molecules of pharmaceutical and
biological interest. The carbonylative cycloaddition of
alkynes, alkenes and allyl halides is a remarkable
reaction able to produce up to four C-C bonds at
once. The reaction is catalytic and the catalyst is a
cheap nickel salt (Fig. 1). Progress is directed
towards applying these modified conditions to other
variants of the reaction to widen its scope and also to
the alkyne carbonylation. In this way the reaction has
been extended to strained alkenes and, by the use of
expanded solvents, a complete control of the
chemoselectivity (single or double carbonylation) of
the process is obtained.

2) BORON-RICH MOLECULES FOR BIOMEDICINE
APPLICATIONS.
The synthesis of iodinated and highly iodinated Boron
rich molecules to be used for imaging/radiotherapy

and as nano-objects. One example of the implication
of molecular clusters in the preparation of materials
with uncommon shapes is seen in Fig. 3, where
surface volcane shaped materials are produced.

and as X-ray contrast agents respectively, has been
accomplished (Fig. 2, left). The design of
water-soluble boron-rich macromolecules is of
significance for boron neutron capture therapy
(BNCT) or for drug delivery. We have been interested
in the study and preparation of new macromolecules
functionalised with anionic Boron clusters at the
periphery to provide new compounds with high Boron
content that increases their solubility in water for
medicine applications (Fig. 2, right) Different
synthetic strategies have been developed for the
incorporation of carboranyl derivatives (neutral and
anionic) at the periphery of dendrimeric structures to
obtain boron-rich nanosystems.

4) MOLECULAR MATERIALS IN THE LIQUID STATE.
Ionic Liquids are gaining considerable interest
because they offer unlimited possibilities for the
properties and characteristics enhancement of
devices. Most of these properties originate in their
low vapor pressure, as they are salts, their high
conductivity and wide range of cation/anion
combinations they have. Boron clusters can be
designed to be anionic, and some of them are very
stable such as [B12H12]2-, [CB11H12]-, [C2B9H12]-, or
[Co(C2B9H11)2]-, among others. These anions have
been combined with cations of the imidazolium or
phosphonium type, and IL’s with high liquid
temperature range and adequate viscosity have been
produced.

3)FUNCTIONAL MOLECULAR AND INORGANIC
MATERIALS.
In this part the group is working in the development
of new methodologies for obtaining functional
nanomaterials and devices based on carboranes and
metallacarboranes, as well as increasing the basic
knowledge about the assembly, organization and
structuring of molecular building-blocks and
inorganic compounds in the solid state, on surfaces

FIGURE 2
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Materials Simulation
Theory
HEAD: Dr. Eduardo R. Hernández • Ehe@icmab.es

The Materials Simulation and Theory department
encompasses the research activities involving
simulation and theoretical aspects of materials
taking place at ICMAB. The combined expertise of
departamental members of staff covers all aspects
of atomistic simulations, ranging from model potentials to ab initio electronic structure methods, Monte
Carlo and molecular dynamics simulation techniques
as well as structural relaxation and structure prediction algorithms. This expertise is applied to a wide
variety of problems in Materials Science, both
independently or in collaboration with other members of staff at ICMAB and collaborators elsewhere.
At present, the research lines pursued in our
department can be broadly classified under the
following headings:
1) This department has been one of the scientific
teams participating in the development of the SIESTA
project (SIESTA stands for "Spanish Initiative for
Electronic-structure Simulation for Thousands of
Atoms, see www.uam.es/siesta). SIESTA is a computer program that performs density functional theory
electronic structure calculations, and is currently
being used by hundreds of groups world-wide. Our
involvement in SIESTA allows us to participate in
several relevant collaborations, for example in the
study of adsorbates on surfaces and in problems of
geophysical interest. Furthermore, a number of
members of the department participate in a CONSOLIDER project coordinated by the Barcelona Supercomputing Centre, on the topic of "Supercomputing
and e-Science", the aim of which is to bring together
computational scientists and software/hardware
engineers with a view to improving the efficiency of
currently existing computational tools, to identify
future scientific computational challenges and to
direct the design of both software and hardware in
order to equip it to better address those computational challenges. Besides, some other members of the
department are the creators of the soft-SAFT code, a

molecular-based equation of state that allows the
prediction of thermodynamic properties (phase
diagrams, solubilities, heat capacities, speed of
sound, etc) of complex fluids and mixtures, widely
used now in academia and industry.
2) Computational nanoscience and nanotechnology:
increasingly over the last few years, many of the
problems to which we apply our simulation expertise
fall in the realm of nanoscience. This is not by
chance, as we have established a number of fruitful
collaborations with research teams hosted at the
Centre for Research in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (CIN2), located nearby in the UAB campus.
Particularly, we have strong links with the groups
headed by Profs. Pablo Ordejon, Jordi Fraxedas and
Adrian Bachtold, as well as some other national and
international teams.
3)Ferroelectric and magnetoelectric materials:
Ferroelectric materials have a electric polarisation
that is susceptible of being controlled by means of an
applied electric field, while magnetoelectric materials present a coupling of their electric and magnetic properties. These properties lend themselves to
applications of great technological interest, and they
are used in devices such as piezoelectric sensors
and memories. The study of these materials is the
focus of the NanoSelect CONSOLIDER project, in
which a number of members of our department
participate. Examples of our recent work are the
design, implementation, and application of a new
formalism for the computation of the magnetoelectric response of magnetic insulators, the study from
first principles of the properties of the most promising magnetoelectric material bismuth ferrite (and
some of its solid solutions), or the theoretical study
of the behaviour of ferroelectric perovskite thin films.
Part of this work is being conducted in close collaboration with experimental efforts elsewhere at ICMAB.
4) Organic molecular conductors: in order to explain
the electronic instabilities and transport anomalies
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Electrostatic attraction
PIP2 (-4e) and 13Lys (+13e)

Hydrogen bonded complex
3(PIP2) -13Lys

FIGURE: TWO STAGES OF A PROPOSED CAPTURE MECHANISM OF A PEPTIDE BY A BIOMIMETIC MEMBRANE FORMED BY A MIXTURE OF LIPID MOLECULES.
IN THE FIRST STAGE, DISPLAYED ON THE LEFT, ELECTROSTATIC INTERACTIONS DRAW THE PEPTIDE TOWARDS THE MEMBRANE; THEN (SECOND STAGE)
HYDROGEN BONDS FORM BETWEEN THE PEPTIDE AND SPECIFIC LIPID MOLECULES OF THE MEMBRANE. THIS MECHANISM [DESCRIBED IN MORE
DETAIL IN LANGMUIR 24, 1654 (2008)] HAS BEEN RECENTLY CORROBORATED EXPERIMENTALLY.

that are found in these materials it is necessary to
determine their Fermi surface. Traditionally, this has
been done using semi-empirical tight binding
methods, but in certain cases this is not enough, and
it is necessary to perform first principles calculations, which also make possible the subsequent
derivation of the response function. Such calculations were until recently prohibitively expensive, and
have only become accessible thanks in part to
developments implemented within our department.
5) Electrostatic and magnetic properties of soft
materials at the nanoscale: within this topic of
research our aim is twofold. Firstly, we are working
in the development of a theoretical framework to
describe the electrostatic interactions between
nano-structured soft material (such as mixed
liposomes, employed in drug delivery applications)
and other charged objects such as ions or proteins.
Combining statistical-mechanics models and
simulations we have predicted the existence of new
cooperative interactions in these systems, developing
also a predictive methodology which allows to design
new materials with predefined interactions and
functionality. Secondly, our efforts in nanomagnetism
aim to exploit our knowledge and experience in the
analysis of complex, cooperative interactions in soft
materials to solve specific problems arising in an
industrial setting. In collaboration with a spin-off
(Sepmag Technologies) we have recently documented
a new magnetic separation process termed precision

magnetophoresis, which exploits the unique magnetic properties occurring at the nanoscale, and is
intended for biotechnological applications employing
functionalised superparamagnetic colloids.
6) Materials for energy: Within the framework of the
CENIT SOST-CO2 project, and in collaboration with
MATGAS and Air Products, some members of the
department are working on developing materials for
CO2 capture, CO2 transformation through photoreduction and CO2 utilization. This includes the
design, modeling and characterization of these
materials, with emphasis on adsorption and catalysis, in collaboration with other ICMAB researchers,
as well as outside centers and companies.
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Crystallography
HEAD: Prof. Elies Molins • elies@icmab.es

The activity of the department involves two main
research areas: A first more crystallographic one
focused on the development of methodological and
fundamental aspects as well as on their practical
application (1), and a second area related to the
preparation, the characterization (structure and
properties) and the application of nanomaterials (2).
Each area may be subdivided in several lines:
1.1.- METHODOLOGY FOR SOLVING CRYSTAL
STRUCTURES: The main milestone has been the
development of a new algorithm avoiding the explicit
calculation of the triple products in the application of
direct methods to the determination of crystal
structures from diffraction data. This algorithm
called S-FFT is very simple and allows the easy
manipulation of the electron density function. It has
been implemented in the XLENS computer program
which is distributed worldwide inside the FULLPROF
suite of programs
[http://www.ill.fr/dif/Soft/fp/php/downloads.html].

FIGURE. ITERATIVE S-FFT PHASE REFINEMENT PROCEDURE:
THE INITIAL PHASES (UPPER RIGHT) ARE COMBINED WITH
THE EXPERIMENTAL AMPLITUDES TO COMPUTE THE
ELECTRON DENSITY Ρ. MOST EXISTING FFT-BASED STRUCTURE SOLUTION METHODS MANIPULATE Ρ IN REAL SPACE
(BROKEN ARROW) TO YIELD A MODIFIED ONE ΡM. IN THE
S-FFT PROCEDURE THIS MODIFICATION IS DONE AUTOMATICALLY WITH THE HELP OF TWO ADDITIONAL FOURIER TRANSFORMS (AT THE LEFT). THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF Ρm
YIELDS THE NEW STRUCTURE FACTOR ESTIMATES.

The S-FFT algorithm has been modified to treat
powder diffraction data (zeolites), and, recently, it has
been extended to density functions with positive and
negative peaks. This renders possible the application
of direct methods to neutron data containing negative
scatterers, or the solution of superposition structures from only weak reflections (e.g. superstructures or in-plane data form GIXRD). A new research
line consisting on the development of new methods
for solving molecular compound from powder
diffraction data has been undertaken in collaboration
with research groups of the UAB and the ALBA
synchrotron.
1.2.- ELECTRON DENSITY STUDIES: Topological
analysis of the electrostatic potential has been
applied to hydrogen bonds and to the influence zones
of nucleophilic and electrophilic sites as well
(collaboration IQM-CSIC and Univ. ‘Henry Poincaré’
de Nancy). The interaction anion-π has been also
explored (collaboration UIB). The incorporation of Dr.

FIGURE. INTERACTION ENERGY SURFACE Ei ( DFH, Ε ) OF
THE HYDROGEN BONDED DIMER HF···HF RESPECT TO
THE HYDROGEN BOND DISTANCE AND THE APPLIED
ELECTRIC FIELD.
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FIGURE. TOP AND LATERAL
VIEWS OF THE C60/Au/110p(6X5) INTERFACE STRUCTURE. THE TRANSPARENT
SPHERES SIMULATING THE
C60 MOLECULES INDICATE
ABSENCE OF PREFERENTIAL ORIENTATION.

Ignasi Mata (‘Juan de la Cierva’ contract) has allowed
fostering this line and some new important results
will appear soon. For instance, it will be shown that
the effect of the substituent on a hydrogen bond can
be modeled as an equivalent longitudinal electric field.
1.3.- STRUCTURE RESOLUTION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL ORDERED SYSTEMS AND 3-DIMENSIONAL
CRYSTALS: The know how of the Group on surface
synchrotron diffraction techniques has provided a
powerful set of tools susceptible to be applied to
studying the structural properties on some interesting ordered low dimensional system such as: (i) the
interface on LSMO/STO thin films systems (TASC
National Lab. CNR-INFM and INFN-Coherentia), (ii)
organic/inorganic deposited molecules on metals
(UAB and Institut Neel-CNRS), (iii)
oxidation/reduction of CO gases on noble metals as
Rh, Pt and alloys (Lund University), (iv) surface
evolution of TiO2-system to water exposure (Univ.
College London and Univ. of Manchester) or (v) on
natural mineral single crystal systems as ZnO,
Calcite, F-apatite (Univ. of Bochum). Moreover, the
Group has also a contrasted experience determining
3-dimensional crystal structures. This powerful
expertise has permitted to characterize some
selected compounds and solving relevant crystallographic problems by applying single crystal (spin
ladders, synthetic enantiomers) and powder
(zeolites) diffraction techniques.
2.1.- AEROGEL MATERIALS FOR CATALYSIS APPLICATIONS: The application of nanocomposited
aerogels to heterogeneous catalysis applied to
organic synthesis in the liquid phase (doctoral thesis
of Laura Martín in collaboration with UAB; Univ. degli
Studi di Roma La Sapienza), has followed a new
success in their application to gas catalysis (UPC). A
catalyst device has been prepared that efficiently
converts ethanol-water vapours in hydrogen and
carbon dioxide (patent UPC-CSIC). This is a step
forward to the future hybrid vehicles based on fuel
cells and electrical motors, avoiding the problems
related with the storage and transport of hydrogen
which can conversely be produced on site. The
electrochemical reduction of liquid CO2 has been
essayed in the framework of the european project
NanoGreenChem (postdoctoral contract of
Dr. L.Lacroix-Orio).
2.2.- NANOPARTICULATED MAGNETIC MATERIALS:
The ε-Fe2O3 phase was exhaustively investigated
during and after the doctoral thesis of Dr.Martí Gich.
It could be synthesized in pure form as nanometric

FIGURE. SOLUBILITY IMPROVEMENT BY COUNTERION SELECTION OF
PHARMACEUTICAL LAMOTRIGINE SALTS.

particles by sol-gel chemistry. To understand the
spin reorientation of the four Fe sublattices as a
function of temperature a detailed study using
synchrotron and neutron radiation as well of high
field magnetic measurements was undertaken. We
have also reported on the coupling of its magnetic
and dielectric properties. More recently ε-Fe2O3 in the
form of nanospheres or in films have been produced.
On the other hand, some metallic nanoparticles of
type FexM1-x have been structurally and magnetically
characterized (RAS). The PhD thesis of Oana Pascu
will allow us advancing further in the production of
other magnetic nanoparticles with the focus on the
fabrication of novel magneto photonic materials in
the framework of an intramural CSIC project.
2.3.- CRYSTAL ENGINEERING APPLIED TO PHARMACEUTICAL SOLID STATE DEVELOPMENT: The
understanding of intermolecular interactions and
crystal structures offers the opportunity to tackle
interesting problems in the production and development of pharmaceutical drugs by solid state solutions. From the collaboration with local pharmaceutical companies, several patents on polymorphism
have been registered. Relevant results on pharmaceutical salt and cocrystal design have issued from
the Judit Galcerà thesis work.
2.4.- MATERIALS FOR BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS:
During Elena Taboada PhD thesis stable colloidal
dispersions of iron oxide nanoparticles have been
fabricated. These nanoparticles were then encapsulated in a silica porous shell. We developed a synthetic procedure combining sol-gel chemistry and
supercritical fluids. Both iron-based systems were
evaluated as contrast agents for magnetic resonance
imaging. The just started PhD thesis of Nerea Murillo
will be directed to optimize such materials with the
aim to enlarge its applicability as drug carriers.
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Solid State Chemistry
HEAD: Prof. Nieves Casañ • nieves@icmab.es

Within a framework focused on the development of
materials, the team at the Solid State chemistry
department has main lines of work that focus on
energy, catalysis, drug-delivery, structure-properties
relationships, tunning of physical properties and
processing. The materials microstructuring to the
final desired form continues being a strong focus in
the department and basically centers on electrochemical, supercritical and soft chemistry methods
that allow the preparation of new phases with novel
properties as well as new forms for the material,
either in nanometric aspects, layer forms or controlled porosity . The 2006-2008 period represents a
consistent pursue of those lines that have lead to
significant findings in terms of magnetic, electric and
electrochemical properties, battery development and
microstructuring and doping of materials, as well as
complex surface design and new phases.
The period has concentrated also a significant effort
in the development of a new line of research in
biomaterials, the development of electroactive
materials for neural cell growth and nervous system
repair under the influence of electric fields. Main
lines can be described as follows:
SYNTHESIS AND PROPERTIES OF FUNCTIONAL
OXYNITRIDES: The similarities in electronegativity,
polarizability, ionic radii and coordination numbers of
nitrogen and oxygen allow the formation of the same
structural types when combined with cations, as well
as the mutual substitution of both anions at the
same sites. The design of new oxynitrides based on
crystal structures already known for oxides is
consequently a useful tool for exploring a large
variety of physical properties, either through the
formation of new compounds or of solid solutions.
We have prepared nanostructured mesoporous thin
films of nitrogen-doped TiO2 that show photocatalytical activity in the visible range in decomposition of
organic molecules. We have shown that up to 4.5 mol
% N can be introduced into ceria through ammonolysis. The resulting material is a visible-active photocatalyst, for instance in acetaldehyde decomposition.

New ferromagnetic perovskite oxynitrides of europium and early transition metals showing colossal
magnetoresistance have been prepared. Anion
ordering in oxynitrides and other mixed anion has
been rationalized using a correlation plot based on
the Pauling’s second crystal rule. This is able to
predict in a general and simple way the distribution
of anions in mixed oxyanion systems with diverse
compositions and structure types. (responsible : A.
Fuertes)

elucidation of the crystal structure of β-NiOOH (see
corresponding highlight) deserving special interest.
More applied research concerned high temperature
electrochemistry and the investigation of specific
aspects of materials, either electrodes or electrolytes, in collaboration with industrial partners, such
as Air Products – MATGAS 200 AIE.
Also new oxides based on silver and copper have
been developed with new structural features in terms
of ionic and electric conductivity. No oxides existed
before containing both elements, and the findings
suggest a new type of electron coupling that involve
silver, copper and oxide, in a unique type of structure.
Patents in primary batteries have been developed
based on those, and new ferromagnetic materials
containing also manganese have been prepared. (IP.
Dr. N. Casañ-Pastor)
SUPERCRITICAL PROCESSING: In the field of
supercritical fluid processing, the main activity of the
Department was performed in the framework of the
European Project SurfaceT "Sustainable surface
technology for multifunctional materials" (7FP-Priority 3 NMP www.icmab.es/surfacet), coordinated by
Dr. Concepción Domingo. The main goal of this
project was the development of an innovative supercritical carbon dioxide technology that leads to
procedures that enable the creation of complex
surface structures. The target materials were
biomaterials, drug delivery systems and cosmetics.
For these applications, the technology has been used
for the processing of inorganic, organic and polymeric products. Prepared functional products were either
monophasic or composite (organic/polymer,
polymer/polymer or hybrid). On the other hand, in the
search for low cost and green methods to prepare
nanoparticles, we have explored the use ionic
liquids-like solvents and microwave radiation to

precipitate nanocrystalline titanium dioxide (see
corresponding highlight). IP: Dr. C. Domingo.
ELECTROACTIVE SURFACES BASED ON OXIDESAND
CONDUCTING POLYMERS FOR NEURAL CELL
GROWTH. On the base of the previous experience on
synthesis and tunning of electroactive materials for
electrochemical applications and physical property
control, Dr. N. Casañ-Pastor has initiated in this
period a new application with a long-term goal of
favoring neural system repair by using biocompatible
active materials as electrodes and induce local
electric fields that may direct and support neural cell
growth. The materials in which this is focused are
conducting polymers (polypyrrole, PEDOT), oxides (Ti,
Ir) and their hybrids and composites. Electrochemical methods are the sustaining methods both for
preparation and tunning of surface potential of the
layered materials and for final electric field application with controlled geometries and potentials in
layers and in 3D form. New fundamental aspects of
the materials have been explored, like in IrOx phases
with significant applications in electrostimulation,
that shows a very flexible structural transformation
between oxohydroxide and oxide with mixed valent
properties and significant electrochemical capabilities. Transparent coatings of oxides and polymers on
gold or platinum have allowed the first evaluation of
neural cell cultures in absence and in presence of
electric fields, and an initial evaluation of the axon
growth induced by them. This new line has started
with the obtention of 2 national grants from CICYT,
one STREP EC grant within a multidisciplinary
international team, an associated Unit with National
Paraplejics Hospital in Toledo, and a CSIC PIF grant,
among others. The first publications of that research
are in press now.

FIGURE: VARIATION OF NITROGEN (X), TRIVALENT CERIUM (Y), AND ANION
VACANCY V ((X + Y)/2) CONTENTS IN CE4+1-YCE3+YO2-(3X/2)(Y/2)NXV(X+Y)/2 WITH THE TREATMENT TEMPERATURE IN AMMONIA.

ENERGY: BATTERIES. The research activity in the
field of inorganic materials for nickel and lithium
batteries is lead by Dr. M. Rosa Palacín following a
global approach from materials preparation to
structural and electrochemical characterization and
battery testing. From a more fundamental point of
view research was carried out in the famework of the
ALISTORE-ERI (http://www.u-picardie.fr/alistore/)
and was focussed in the development of new materials for lithium batteries with improved performances
(e.g. conversion reaction electrode materials such as
oxides or nitrides). Additional efforts were directed
to the structural characterisation of the phases
present in nickel battery positive electrodes, with the
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FIGURE: CORTICAL NEURAL CELL CULTURES (4 DAYS IN VITRO) ON IRIDIUM OXOHYDROXIDE ELECTRODEPOSITED ON TRANSPARENT PLATINUM ELECTRODES, AND AFM. (BLUE STAINING REPRESENTS SOMA OF CELLS ALIVE, GREEN STAINING SHOW THE CELL GROWTH PROCESSES, AXONS AND DENDRITES).
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Magnetic Materials
Functional Oxides
HEAD: Prof. José Luis García-Muñoz • garcia.munoz@icmab.es

The scientific activity of the department of Magnetic
Materials and Functional Oxides is focussed on the
development of new materials and devices for spin
electronics, bulk and nanostructured magnetic
materials. The scientific scope of our department
includes the preparation and characterization of
functional materials with emphasis on oxides and on
their magnetic response. Oxides, particularly transition-metal oxides, display a unique competition of
many different ground states allowing materials with
different functional properties. This complexity offers
excellent opportunities for applications: not only
charge (semiconductor electronics) or charge/spin
(spintronics) functionalities are accesible, but also
the orbital and lattice degrees of freedom are very
relevant. As a result, challenging opportunities are at
hand associated to a variety of giant responses
existing in these materials: magnetoelectric (ME),
magnetoresistive (MR), magnetooptic (MO), thermoelectric (TE), etc..
Our ultimate interest is to employ the basic knowledge on materials and processes we generate, to
propose and develop new concepts and materials
that could have impact on the society, welfare and
industry, mainly in those of the Information technology sector, as well as of the biomedical and energy
sectors. The department comprises two “Consolidated Groups“ (GRC-Generalitat de Catalunya): “Materials magnètics i òxids funcionals (MAGIFOX)” and
“Caracterització Avançada i Nanoestructuració de
Materials (CANEM)”. Since 2005 two new Tenured
Scientists have been incorporated to the department
staff, that it is at present integrated by 4 Research
Professors, 1 Scientific Researcher and 4 Tenured
Scientists.
MAGNETIC NANOSTRUCTURES
During this three years the aim of our work has been
mainly devoted to the fabrication of magnetic nano-

particles, self-assembled magnetic nanostructures
and thin films and heterostructures with potential
applications in biomedical, magnetic and magnetoelectronic devices. Our research has been two-fold, on
one side we have focus on solving the problems
related to the lateral definition of oxide based
magnetoelectronic devices by using the usual
top-down approach by investigating alternative
bottom-up strategies based on self-assembly and
self-organization processes. On the other side, we
have dedicated special attention to study the role of
surface and interfacial effects in manganites at a
microscopic level by using local probes, such as
HRTEM, AFM and AFM in current sensing mode,
XAS, XRMCD, to disclose the origin of the drastic
reduction of performances when compared with that
of the bulk counterpart.
NOVEL PROPERTIES OF DEGENERATED/
CORRELATED MAGNETIC MATERIALS
New technologies increasingly push the search of
novel oxides and metallic materials with more
efficient and very specific bulk properties. Our
research is addressed to the emergent properties of
strongly correlated oxides that derive from a delicate
interplay between spin, lattice, charge, and orbital
degrees of freedom. Evidence of extraordinary
complex phase diagrams and many competing states
have been accumulated, that include charge and
orbital ordering transitions, charge density modulations, phase separation phenomena, spin instabilities, spin state transitions, etc.. At present we are
strengthening research activities related with (i) the
study of complexity and spin-lattice coupling mechanisms in single crystals (and epitaxial thin films) of
“single-phase” magnetoelectric and multiferroic
oxides; (ii) Inhomogeneous states, discommensurations or non-collinear magnetic orders in frustrated
or quasi-degenerated magnetic materials; (iii) oxides
presenting giant thermoelectric response. For that,
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incontrovertible microscope probes are neutron
diffraction and synchrotron techniques, that are
being applied to polycrystalline, single crystal and
thin film specimens. Our activities include ceramic
materials preparation and advanced structural and
magnetic characterization using chemical and
magnetic crystallography methods (neutron, synchrotron and theoretical approaches). During the
period 2006-2008 we have participated in a number
of committees related with the management of
neutron (ILL, LLB, SINQ) and synchrotron centers
(SLS). We collaborate with the development of
several endstations at the ILL, ISIS and the spanish
synchrotron ALBA.
OXIDES FOR ENERGY
Some members of the department are working on
the development of ceramic electrodes, based on
cobaltites and double-perovskites, for their utilization
in Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC), and the optimization
of fuel cells of intermediate temperature based on
nanoestructured cerium electrolites. Moreover, the
performance of selected transition metal oxides for
the catalytic oxidation of hydrocarbons is also
another line of research. Some metal based perovskites are promising cathode materials to be used
for hydrogen production from methane or hydrocarbons oxidation processes (2 recent patents).

OXIDE ELECTRONICS
The long term target of our activity is aimed to the
development of oxide-based materials and devices
for spintronic, electronic and telecommunication
applications. We are particularly interested on
research of fully spin polarized sources and electrically controlled magnetic systems. These goals
require growth of suitable nanometric epitaxial layers
of oxidic ferromagnetic and/or development of new
multiferroic materials, with control of the growth
process at atomic scale. Progress relies on understanding and control growth mechanism on suitable
nanostructured templates. Our available growth
facilities include sputtering and pulsed laser ablation
state-of-the-art techniques. The physics of interfaces
existing in heteroepitaxies and the exploration of
emerging (not found in bulk materials) properties
associated to them is a collateral activity that drives
much of our present research. Two additional
research lines are growing and evolving fast and will
become central in our activity in the next years.
These include epitaxial growth of magnetic and
ferroelectric oxides on semiconducting substrates
and exploitation of the close-link between the
magnetic and optical properties of materials to
develop new tools for magnetoptical characterization
of magnetic and magnetophotonic materials. Beside
these main stream activities, our group is actively
participating to the development of superconducting
bolometers for space applications.
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• Strain induced self-assembling and bottom-up
approaches towards growth of complex oxide nanostructures and nanostructured films from chemical
solutions, nano-microstructure and functional
properties
• Nanostructured superconducting films and multilayers, including nanocomposites, grown using
chemical solutions, relationship between nanomicrostructure, basic superconducting properties
and vortex matter.
• Growth of coated conductors by chemical solution
deposition, nanostructure and superconducting
properties and scale up initiatives.

• Integration of high temperature superconducting
materials in power devices.
The Dpt. during the period 2006-2008 has focused on
developing methodologies to grow nanostructures
and epitaxial oxide layers by chemical solution
deposition and nanostructuration of superconducting
thin films as well as developing methodologies to
analyze and interpret the structural, morphological
and physical properties of the resulting functional
oxide nanomaterials. The group has gained important experience in this area in the framework of
several European projects.
We have generated knowledge on the growth process
of thin films of YBa2Cu3O7-x (YBCO) by the so-called
trifluoroacetates route. This includes, among others,
the study of the preparation of a novel anhydrous
precursor solution preparation, the understanding of
the shrinkage process occurring during the metalorganic calcinations and growth mechanisms governing phase formation at high temperature.
Another topic which has been widely investigated is
the study of the growth process of oxide layers
suitable as buffer layers. We have deeply studied the
mechanisms involving the formation of atomically flat
terraced surfaces enabling to obtain YBCO multilayers with record values of critical currents..
A considerable effort has been devoted to the development of novel methods of nanostructuration using
chemical solutions; both regarding growth of oxide
nanostructures and nanostructuration of superconducting thin films. We have developed a new route to
grow nanocomposite thin films consisting of random
segregated non-superconducting nanoparticles
embedded in the YBCO matrix. The resulting strained
nanostructure of these nanocomposites has been
proved to be the cause for enhanced vortex pinning
with worldwide record of pinning force. On the other
hand, a wide variety of strained-induced self-assembled nanoobjects (nanodots, nanowires, nanopyra-
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The Superconducting Materials and nanostructures
at large scale (SUMAN) Department, with more than
20 years of experience in the research field of
superconducting materials, the development of its
applications and more recently, in self-assembling
complex oxide nanostructures, is constituted at the
end of 2008 by 1 Professor, 3 Research Scientist, 2
tenured scientist, 1 specialized technician, 1 Ramón
y Cajal, 2 postdocs and 14 PhD students.
Since its creation, the Dpt. has devoted strong effort
to keep the balance between basic research in
material science and physical properties, research in
the development of these materials and integration
of the developed materials into devices of technological interest. Furthermore, the Dpt. has published
more than 200 articles in international journals and
34 publications in books. In the period 2006-08, 3
PhD Thesis have been completed, 2 patents have
been presented and over 23 invited or plenary talks
have been given in International Conferences and the
NOVARE-ENDESA prize has been received. Collaborators include 35 international institutions (from 13
different countries) and 14 national Depts. from
Universities or CSIC Institutes.
Present main research topics investigated within the
Dpt. include:
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FIGURE: AFM IMAGE OF SELF-ASSEMBLED CeO2 NANODOTS GROWN BY
CHEMICAL SOLUTION DEPOSITION ON A SINGLE CRYSTALLINE
PEROVSKITE SUBSTRATE.

FIGURE: ISOTROPIC CONTRIBUTION TO THE CRITICAL CURRENT DENSITY
OF A SUPERCONDUCTING YBa2Cu3O7/BaZrO3 NANOCOMPOSITE THIN FILM
GROWN BY CHEMICAL SOLUTION DEPOSITION.

mids, …) of different oxides (CeO2, BaZrO3,
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3,…) have been grown on several substrates. Their growth mechanisms and kinetics have
been studied and fine control of their shape, distribution, orientation and morphology has been achieved.
These nanostructured substrates have been used
afterwards as templates for further growth of
superconducting layers. In addition, the Department
has gained further experience in the study of the
relationship between nanostructure of thin films and
their superconducting properties and major contributions to vortex pinning mechanisms and magnetic
phase diagrams have been done.
As a consequence of the know-how acquired in the
growth of conductors by chemical methods, the Dept.
is now involved in the NOVARE-ENDESA project, in the
CONSOLIDER program NANOSELECT and in 3 projects
of the UE, one of them (EFECTS) related to ceramic
coatings using ink jet systems for solution deposition.
Cooperation with engineers allows to develop more
applied research in the field of superconducting
power devices, especially in superconducting motors,
fault current limiters and cables. One of the major
examples is the NOVARE-ENDESA project where a
111 MVA superconducting cable will be developed
and a new EU project (ECCOFLOW) related to the
development of a fault current limiter. In addition, all
the know-how on the fabrication process of superconducting tapes by chemical solutions is now being
analyzed for the purpose of creating a technologically
based- spin-off.
The present and future objectives of the group are to
explore new areas at the frontier of knowledge in the

field of superconducting materials and complex oxide
nanostructures by chemical solution deposition.
Radical and innovative approaches are thereof
proposed in the field of vortex pinning mechanism by
deeply investigating the recently appeared ferromagnetic pinning and its comparison with core-pinning.
Correlation between nano-microstructure and
superconducting properties is exploited by the use of
advanced TEM microstructural and physical characterization tools also at the nano-scale. Nanocomposites with non-superconducting phases with different
functionalities (insulating, ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic) using in-situ growth based on complex
solution precursors and ex-situ colloidal solutions
with preformed nanoparticles, quasi-multilayers and
interfaced nanostructured superconductors are
being developed. In the latter, novel approaches for
generating strain induced interfacial self-assembled
nanostructures, assisted self-organized interfacial
nanostructures and confined growth of nanostructures in nano-reactor templates are being explored.
This includes investigation on more environmentally
friendly precursors (low Fluor-content) and alternative and faster deposition techniques (ink-jet). In a
more applied research, the objectives expand from
designing coated conductor architectures to reel-toreel manufacturing of nanostructured coated conductors by installing a pre-pilot plant. Moreover, an
implementation assessment of nanostructured
coated conductors in power devices (cables and fault
current limiters) is being done. All these strategies
should contribute to an energy sustainable world for
its proven energy saving potential and enhanced
distribution network reliability.
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Nanostructured Materials
HEAD: Dr. Maria Isabel Alonso • isabel@icmab.es

FIGURE: SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE EFFECT OF A VOLTAGE APPLIED BETWEEN A NANOSTRUCTURED CONDUCTING ORGANIC
MATERIAL (TTF-BASED FIBER-LIKE FILM) AND THE TIP OF A SCANNING FORCE MICROSCOPE (SFM). THE ELECTRIC FIELD PRODUCES A
PEELING OF THE ORGANIC FILM IN A LAYER BY LAYER WAY. THE PROCESS IS FOLLOWED BY SIMULTANEOUSLY MEASURING TOPOGRAPHY
AND CURRENT MAPS OBTAINED IN REAL TIME.

The present department of Nanostructured Materials originated from the disappeared Electronic
Materials and Crystal Growth department. It was
formed within the considered period 2006-2008 by
gathering the members of the group of Optoelectronic properties of Nanostructured Materials and
the group of Prof. Carmen Ocal, who joined the
ICMAB in 2007. Our research activities are experimental and are centered in fundamental problems
related to nanostructured surfaces and materials,
especially those with electronic applications.
Taking into account the different activities and
expertise of the department members we can define
the general objective as the preparation and characterization of new material systems which are interesting for electronics, in particular seeking for new
properties that derive from nanoscale dimensions,
for example, due to quantum confinement or to a
particular spatial arrangement at the nanoscale.

In our research activities, both the preparation of
new materials and the characterization of their
properties are equally important since the synergy
between both tasks allows to establish relationships
between the structure and the properties of nanostructured materials. Such understanding is needed
to efficiently develop new generations of materials
and device applications. Among the applications we
emphasize energy management using photovoltaic
and thermoelectric nanomaterials. Regarding the
kind of studied materials, we are active in two main
fields:
a) Heterostructures based on Si-Ge, due to their ease
of integration in devices with the Si technology,
dominant in nowadays microelectronic industry. This
research line is aimed to increase the possibilities of
the most conventional technology. The use of epitaxial structures including Ge appears in the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors as
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key for such development. In the reported period we
have obtained relevant results in novel MolecularBeam epitaxially grown nanostructures, demonstrating their potential for thermoelectric applications.
b) Materials based in organic molecules and compounds, in future also polymers, due to their huge
flexibility, tunability of properties and possibility of
production within low-cost industrial processes. This
line represents more emergent technologies. As
important activity the study of self-assembling of
these materials is fundamental. As a natural evolution, we are also considering inorganic-organic
hybrid structures.
In the quest for new properties and nanoscale
phenomena, the main characterization techniques
are scanning force microscopies (SFM) using either
contact or non-contact operation modes like topography, friction, electrostatics, conductivity (see Fig.
1), etc, as well as different kinds of optical techniques with spatial and/or spectral resolution, like
reflectivity, transmission, ellipsometry, microRaman, and photoluminescence, and particularly a
near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM)
arrangement (see Fig. 2) which exploits the advantages both of scanning probe microscopies and of
spectroscopic techniques. Some of the techniques
can be performed at variable temperatures and with
application of high hydrostatic stresses. We are
further developing all these techniques using the
possibility of obtaining both topographic and physical
(i. e., electrical or optical) information from the
sample. This kind of studies can also be made in a
dynamic way, in real time, to study the evolution of, f.
ex. domains. Such combinations are very powerful
tools to study nanostructured surfaces and materials
going beyond the more conventional morphology
studies.

a

b

FIGURE: SPATIALLY RESOLVED SPECTROSCOPIC INFORMATION, IN THIS
CASE PHOTOLUMINESCENCE FROM AN ORGANIC FILM OF DIP
(DIINDENOPERYLENE). THE MEASURED INTENSITIES OF THE SPECTRA
SHOWN IN (B) CORRELATE WITH THE MATERIAL THICKNESS AT EACH
POINT, LOCATED IN THE TOPOGRAPHIC IMAGE AS INDICATED IN (A). QD
STANDS FOR QUANTUM DOT AND WL FOR WETTING LAYER.
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Molecular Nanoscience
Organic Materials
HEAD: Prof. Jaume Veciana • vecianaj@icmab.es

The composition of the Department of Molecular
Nanoscience and Organic Materials (DNMMO) has
considerably increased since 2005 as a consequence
of the intense R&D activity realised. Thus, two new
Tenured Scientists were incorporated to the staff and
two colleagues were promoted to Research Professor and Scientific Researcher positions. Three more
researchers were permanently hired by the CIBERBBN consortium with destination to DNMMO, two
colleagues joined the Department as “Juan de la
Cierva” fellows and around 30 scientists, as PostDocs and PhD students, of 12 different nationalities
participated actively in the R&D activities.
The main goal of the research developed at DNMMO
was to prepare and study nanostructured functional
molecular materials in order to gain and widen the
knowledge in this field. This research was especially
relevant in areas like Nanomaterials, Molecular
Electronics, Supramolecular Chemistry and Biomaterials.

The activities developed formed an important part of
the 2005-2010 Strategic Research Plan of the ICMAB
and also were firmly set to the “NMP” priority area of
the VI and VII FP of the EU. The latter fact allowed
participating actively in various European projects,
like: 1 Integrated Project, 1 Network of Excellence, 1
STREP project, and 3 Marie Curie networks. The
interdisciplinary nature of the research allowed us to
become members of the “Networking Research
Centre on Bioengineering, Biomaterials and Nanomedicine (CIBER-BBN)” consortium that gathers the
most active Spanish players working in this area.
Beneficiaries of the work carried out were industrial
companies, given that some of obtained results had
many practical uses. A proof of this potential are the
contracts made by different enterprises as well as
the entrance, as the NANOMOL Centre, into the
Network of Technological Innovation of CIDEM.
The research activities developed in the DNMMO
were centred basically in the synthesis, self-

FIGURE 1: POLYMORPHIC SUPRAMOLECULAR ARRANGEMENTS OF A TTF DERIVATIVE ORGANIZED ON THE SURFACE OF A HIGHLY ORIENTED PYROLITHIC
GRAPHITE.
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assembly and self-organization of molecules as well
as the development of methods that allow nanostructuring of functional molecular materials for the
preparation of novel devices. These materials were
structured in the form of nanoparticles, nanosuspensions, fibers and/or gels, and also as polymeric films
on surfaces. Hybrid materials that incorporate
functional molecules anchored to metallic surfaces
were also investigated. The four following research
topics were developed:
MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS. Molecule-based
materials for using in “plastic electronics” or as
nanoscopic electronic components were prepared
and studied. Molecules derived principally from
tetrathiafulvalene were processed and used as p-type
organic field-effect transistors (OFETs). These
molecules were also used for the preparation of
transparent and flexible films that have patterned
conducting surfaces to generate all-organic
electronic components –resistor, transistor, etc.
Conducting organogels were also made to this end.
Conducting molecular wires that incorporate redox
groups that can mediate electron transport were also
synthesised and studied.

and nanostructured films that have isolated functional molecules -or small groups of them- were
prepared and their switchable bi- or multi-stability
studied.
CHIRAL SUPRAMOLECULAR ORGANIZATIONS. The
synthesis of chiral and multifunctional molecules
and the study of their supramolecular assemblies
was another of the principle objectives. These
studies were addressed to the understanding of the
transmission of chirality from molecular units at the
nanometre scale in one and two dimensions and
possible synergies that may exist between their
chiral structure and physical properties.

NANOSTRUCTURED MAGNETIC MOLECULAR
COMPOUNDS. Nanoporous multifunctional molecular magnetic materials were designed, synthesised,
and studied. These compounds were made of
metal-organic frameworks with persistent organic
free radicals, which act as ligands for magnetically
active transition metal ions. Such materials show
different structures, topologies, void spaces and
magnetic properties exhibiting the coexistence of
magnetism and chemical or optical properties.
PREPARATION OF MOLECULAR FUNCTIONAL
NANOSTRUCTURES. New processes based on
compressed fluids were developed. Such processes
are easily scalable to industrial scale allowing the
preparation of materials as nanoparticles or nanosuspensions with different functionalities, such as
pharmacological activity or magnetic and electronic
properties. Also, methods that use self-assembling
and soft lithographic techniques on various surfaces
were employed with electro-active molecules with
the aim of developing devices with applications as
memories and/or sensors of metal ions. Patterned

FIGURE 2: PATTERNING WITH THE -CONTACT PRINTING TECHNIQUE OF
A SELF-ASSEMBLED MONOLAYER OF A FREE RADICAL THAT EXHIBIT
MAGNETIC AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES.
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Electron Microscopy Service
SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISOR: Dr. Felip Sandiumenge

• felip@icmab.es

TECHNICIANS: Dr. Judit Oro • oro@icmab.es
Ana Esther Carrillo • anaesther@icmab.es

The electron microscopy service has been created in 2008
and is mainly dedicated to research groups of the Institute, but it can be accessible to external users as well.
The service consists of a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) QUANTA FEI 200 FEG-ESEM installed in September 2008 (substituting an old PHILIPS 515 acquired in
2004 as a result of a process of reallocation between the
CSIC centres CID and ICMAB) and a transmission
electron microscope JEOL 1210 acquired in 1991.
With the acquisition of the new SEM, the service
provides ICMAB with a powerful and versatile tool
capable to combine routine daily work with cutting-edge
research. As a general strategy, the service aims at
satisfying in-house the increasing demand of high-profile nanostructural characterization, thus eliminating
technical limits imposed by external scientific-technical
services.
To promote an efficient exploitation, the service offers:
1) Technical support given by two high-profiled (doctor
and master degree) staff members.
2) Electronic management.
3) Effective user-training system by technical staff,
oriented to achieve a maximum degree of self-service.
DESCRIPTION
1) Scanning Electron Microscopy service
The scanning electron microscopy service, equipped
with a QUANTA 200FEG-ESEM offers a powerful
imaging tool for both, routine and advanced inspection
of materials. The service is intended to offer high
resolution facilities (1.2 nm @30kV) with a field emission
gun, specially suited for the morphological characterization of nanocrystals, nanostructured materials and
surfaces. Image contrast proportional to the atomic
number is also available with high lateral resolution (2.5
nm @30kV) using an electron backscattered detector.
The instrument can be used in high vacuum mode,
low-vacuum mode (the chamber pressure is monitored
by water vapour injection), and environmental SEM
mode (ESEM). This makes it possible to study samples
in pressures up to 5 Torr. The resolution is kept high at
all conditions: 1.2 nm and 1.5 nm at 30kV in the high
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and low vacuum modes, respectively. The capability to
vary the chamber pressure is specially suited for the
observation of uncoated non-conducting materials. The
microscope also features an EDS detector designed for
light elements starting from Be, with an energy resolution of 132 kV. This tool enables the chemical analysis
with a high lateral resolution (point analyses and
elemental mapping), as required for the characterization of complex multicomponent nanostructured
materials. The service includes electron beam lithography facilities, used in many research activities at ICMAB
like development of organic devices, the fabrication of
substrate templates designed for defect engineering in
thin epitaxial superconducting films, investigation of
surface self-organization phenomena, and the fabrication of magnetoelectronic devices.
2) Transmission Electron Microscopy service
The 120 KV JEOL 1210 TEM, with its high angular range,
provides a facility for exploring large volumes of the
reciprocal lattice by electron diffraction. It is limited to
low resolution (below 3.2 Å), being useful for morphological characterization of nanoparticulate systems.

FIGURE: SEM PICTURES OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS OBTAINED BY THE
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE QUANTA FEI 200 FEG-ESEM
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Molecular Beam
Epitaxy Laboratory

SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISOR: Prof. Benjamín Martínez • benjamin@icmab.es
SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISOR: Dr. Mª Isabel Alonso • isabel.alonso@icmab.es

TECHNICIAN: Bernat Bozzo • bbozzo@icmab.es

PICTURE OF
A QUANTUM DESIGN MPMS SYSTEM.

PICTURE OF
A QUANTUM DESIGN PPMS SYSTEM.

Many of the research lines developed in ICMAB rely on
the precise knowledge of the magnetic and electronic
transport properties of the materials under investigation. To carry out a careful characterization of these
magnetic and transport properties of materials precise
and sophisticated experimental equipments are
required. The Low Temperature and Magnetometry
Service (BTiM) was created with the target of satisfying
the intensive demand for this type of measurements in
a broad range of temperatures and magnetic fields.
The service is devoted to the characterization of the
magnetic and electrical response of the materials as a
function of temperature and applied magnetic field. It is
open not only to members of the different ICMAB
research teams but also to external users.
THE OBJECTIVES OF BTIM ARE:
• To cover the needs for magnetic and transport
properties characterization of materials, in a broad
range of temperatures and magnetic fields, of researchers working at ICMAB and its surrounding area.
• To provide advice and technical support to users in
order to optimize the measurements under the scope of
usefulness, time and cryogenic liquid consumption.
At the time of 2006, the equipments available were:
• Two Quantum Design MPMS magnetometers based
on squid sensors. They allow to measure small magnetization signals (typically the noise level is around 10-6

DETAIL OF THE NEW PPMS WITH
THE VSM TRANSPORT HEAD INSTALLED.

emu) at different regimes of temperature (in the range
of 1.8K to 400K) and magnetic field (-7T to 7T).
• One PPMS system, devoted to characterize electric
and magnetic properties, also under a wide range of
conditions of magnetic field and temperature (1.8K to
400K and -9T to 9T).
The system operates non-stop so that the amount of
evaporated helium is minimized compared to the
number of measurements, thus lowering the measurement price. During 2008, the use of the service was of
7.000 hours.
To cope with the ever increasing demand of measuring
time and to solve problems derived from the aging of
the PPMS equipment working at the service in September 2008, a second PPMS system was purchased. This
incorporation allowed BTiM to double both MPMS and
PPMS equipments and to cover from possible problems
derived from the aging of equipments.
The new PPMS system incorporates the same features
as the PPMS already present plus the following features
or options:
• VSM module: The system is used for magnetic characterization. Additionally, an oven module can be used,
thus allowing to measure at temperatures up to 1000K.
• High vacuum module, based on a cryo-pump. This
module is needed for the VSM oven and also enables
the upgrade of the equipment to other options such as
thermal transport.
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The MBE Laboratory’s mission is to support the
scientific projects of the researchers by providing
thin film deposition facilities. The available instrumentation allows growth of heterostructures and
nanostructures based on group IV semiconductors,
mainly on Si substrates. In the period covered by this
report the MBE was the main tool for synthesis of
inorganic semiconductor materials at the ICMAB. It
consists of an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system
configured to allow for solid-source evaporation on
up to 4-inch sized wafer substrates which can be
heated to up to 1000 ºC. Materials evaporated
include Si and Ge as main elements as well as C, B,
Sb and P as impurities or dopants. Within the

service, new research has to be developed on a
continuous basis to be able to cover the demand for
different technological objectives. The objectives, in
general, are to provide semiconducting materials to
be used in devices for multifuncional nanoelectronics. In particular, the grown materials may be
useful for sensors, detectors, or photovoltaic energy
generation. In the considered period, most of the
samples were epitaxial Ge nanostructures grown to
study their optoelectronic properties and for their
use in nanophononics and thermoelectric applications. Modification of the epitaxial Ge morphology by
use of minute amounts of C was studied and applied.

A GENERAL VIEW OF THE MAIN CHAMBER AND OF THE VACUUM RACK.

INNER VIEW OF THE MAIN CHAMBER SHOWING THE HEATED SUBSTRATE
WAFER.
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SCIENTIFIC SERVICES

Nanostructuration Platform Service
SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISOR: Dr. Teresa Puig • teresa@icmab.es

TECHNICIANS: Silvia Perez • sperez@icmab.es
Neus Romà • nroma@icmab.es

Scanning Probe
Microscopy Laboratory
SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISOR: Dr. Ángel Pérez del Pino • aperez@icmab.es

TECHNICIAN: Maite Simón Sorbed • msimon@icmab.es

The analyses carried out in the SPM Laboratory have
mainly allowed investigating at the nanoscale the
topography of a wide range of organic, inorganic and
hybrid materials essentially performed by the
research groups of our Institute, though also to
external users. The key objectives in this period were
the optimization of the organization of the Service
and the advancement to the excellence of the
scientific and technological services offered to the
users. These objectives were followed by acting
simultaneously in three subjects: (i) Improving the
management of the Service, (ii) optimizing the
operation of the technical resources, and (iii) making
an additional effort to add more scientific value to the
analyses carried out at the Service.

NANOSTRUCTURATION
PLATFORM

NANOQUIM
NANOSTRUCTURATION
BY CHEMICAL ROUTES

Materials nanostructuration is one of the strategic
scientific domains of ICMAB being at present in deep
expansion. For this reason, the ICMAB created the
Nanostructuration Platform in 2007. It will be about
200 m2 of clean room laboratories with restrictive
temperature and humidity control that it is part of the
Nanotechnology Unit of ICMAB. This clean room is
presently under construction. Five laboratories form
this 10000 class clean room: Advanced optical
lithography Lab., Characterization at the nanoscale
of functional materials Lab., Physico-Chemical
characterization and Nanofabrication Lab., Chemical
synthesis Lab., and a highly control humidity Lab. for
non-aqueous solution deposition and growth of
nanostructures; the last three Laboratories compose
the so-called Nanoquim Laboratory which is devoted
to the nanostructuration of materials by chemical
routes, which constitutes the most distinctive feature
of the Nanostructuration Platform.
About forty different pieces of scientific equipment
are planned to be placed in this facility comprising
equipment for control of physico-chemical properties

of solutions, solution deposition and nanoestructuration equipment, nano-material growth equipment,
thin film characterization equipment, nanoscale
characterization equipment,
physico-chemical selective etching systems for
metals, oxides and polymers, and electrical contact
and advanced optical lithography equipment. Some
of these pieces of equipment have already been
purchased and are providing services in the ICMAB.
The objectives and strategies of the nanostructuration platform are to promote a Service devoted to the
nanostructuration of materials by chemical routes,
which constitutes its most distinctive feature, and
also to bring new opportunities in advanced optical
lithography and nanofabrication, synthesis of nanomaterials and growth of nanostructures, as well as
characterization at the nanoscale of functional
organic/inorganic materials.
The platform is intended to be used by the ICMAB
groups, BCN-b members, external groups and also
industries located at the proximity which may need
the use of some of the installations or equipment.
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The strategy developed for the accomplishment of
these objectives was based in different actions. First,
the continuous training of the personnel which was
greatly enhanced by an intense feedback with the
research groups. It is worth noting that an SPM
workshop was organized in 2007, and several training
courses were given by the technician to the users. In
order to improve the scientific value of the SPM
studies, a great effort was made to upgrade the
obsolete systems and to incorporate new equipments
to the Service as well. Furthermore, one more
technician was incorporated to the Service’s
personnel. In such favorable conditions, enhanced
scientific results were attained by the improvement
of the technical quality of the measurements, the set
up of new working techniques for functional
properties analysis, and through the implementation
of more advanced data analyses by using
sophisticated software. The SPM Laboratory also
began collaboration with specialized international
companies for the development of high-performance

SPM-based prototypes and SPM data analysis
software. These collaborations allow reaching our
objectives by performing innovative measurements
and data treatments.
Presently, the SPM service performs topographical
analysis in both contact and intermittent modes of a
very wide range of samples, current sensing AFM,
and scanning tunnelling microscopy. This capacity is
helped by the equipment available, three scanning
probe microscopes and a perfilometer.

FIGURE: CURRENT (CSAFM) MAP OF TTF-BASED SUPRAMOLECULAR
CONDUCTING NANOWIRES OBTAINED FROM AN ORGANIC XEROGEL.
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Spectroscopy Service

Thermal Analysis Service

SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISOR: Dr. Rosario Núñez • rosario@icmab.es

SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISOR: Prof. Amparo Fuertes • amparo@icmab.es

TECHNICIANS: Vega Lloveras • vega@icmab.es
Anna Fernández • annaf@icmab.es

Objectives. The Spectroscopy Service of the ICMAB
was created in 2004 with the main objective to
provide centralised equipment and installations for
research support to the researchers preparing
materials in and outside the Institute. The priority of
these services is to offer the highest levels of technology and quality to satisfy the requirements of the
research lines currently underway. In this regard, the
activities developed undergo constant adaptation
(equipment and services) to ensure the same degree
of research support.

physical information on the different compounds and
materials prepared by different groups. This activity
is also extended to other Research Centres and
Universities. Following the general philosophy of
ICMAB the services are also open to interested
external companies.

Goals during 2006-2008. The service has provided
researchers with apparatus and installations that
facilitate their research tasks. At the beginning of
2006 the service was comprised of different equipments: NMR, EPR, RAMAN, UV-Vis and FT-IR
spectrometers. Between 2006 and 2007 two new
instruments were acquired, a fluorimeter and a
UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer. For NMR and EPR equipments highly qualified technical staff are employed.
The rest of equipments are used mainly on a selfservice basis. Three types of spectroscopy techniques have been carried out:
a) Molecular spectroscopy: The systems available in
our laboratory allow analytical studies off organic
and inorganic molecules (in solid or liquid state) in
the Raman, ultraviolet, visible and infrared energy
range.
b) Nuclear magnetic Resonance: The available
systems in this service allow carrying out 1D and
2D 1H NMR, 13C NMR, 11B NMR, 31P NMR, 29Si NMR,
etc in solution.
c) Electron Paramagnetic Resonance: The electron
paramagnetic resonance allows to detect and study
transient and stable paramagnetic species such as
free radicals, over a very wide range of (including
cryogenic) temperatures.
Relevant aspects. The service provides chemical and

FIGURES: VIEW OF THE EPR LABORATORY (UP) AND VIEW OF THE NMR
LABORATORY (DOWN).
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TECHNICIAN: Jordi Balagué • jbalague@icmab.es

The thermal analysis service has two main pieces of
equipment, a thermogravimetric analyser (TGA) and
a Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC).
The thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) allows the
measurement of weight changes in a sample as a
function of temperature or time. It is used for monitoring chemical reactions, studies of thermal stability, solvent evaporation, determination of magnetic
transitions temperatures, studies of reduction and
oxidation of materials in different atmospheres, etc.
The sensitivity of the balance is 0.1 micrograms, for a
maximum capacity of 130 mg. The furnace can
operate from room temperature to 1000ºC. The
heating rates may range from 0.1ºC/min to
100ºC/min. The analyzer may work in several atmospheres such as oxygen, air, argon and argonhydrogen, at ambient pressure and typical flow rates
of 70 cm3/min.

THERMAL BEHAVIOUR (DECOMPOSITION INTO THE OXIDE) OF THE CMR
OXYNITRIDE PEROVSKITE EuNbO2N IN OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE

The differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) measures the energy absorbed and released when a sample
is heated, frozen, or kept at constant temperature.
The equipment has an analyzer and a recycling unit
for refrigeration. Measurements can be made in the
range of temperatures between 10 C and 600 C. The
technique allows identification of solid-solid and
solid-liquid phase transitions, and as such is a key
tool for the study of the phase behaviour of molecular systems.
The Thermal Analysis Service is utilized by ICMAB
users (internal), across the majority of the
Departments, and external users. The external users
include industries and groups from universities,
typically UAB (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)
and UPC (Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya) in
2009 all the equipment is to be renewed, improving
dramatically the specifications of the equipment.

DSC PROFILES OF POLYETHYLENGLYCOL 6000 PROCESSED IN DIFFERENT
WAYS PERMITTING THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE MOLECULAR CONFORMATION (SINGLE POLYMER CHAIN FOLDINGS).
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X-Ray Diffraction Service
SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISOR: Prof. Jordi Rius • jordi.rius@icmab.es
TECHNICAL STAFF: Anna Crespi Revuelta • acrespi@icmab.es
Francisco Javier Campos • xcampos@icmab.es
Joan Esquius • esquius@icmab.es

The X-ray Diffraction Laboratory is a consolidated
service of the ICMAB Institute. Although the main
objective of this service is to meet the needs of the
different departments of the center offering the
maximum possible benefits to the institute users, it
is also available to external users. Our fast, accurate
and customized services include data collection,
qualitative and quantitative phase analysis as well as
texture measurements (pole figures), residual stress,
reciprocal space maps, etc. The data supplied by the
X-ray Diffraction Laboratory are measured on one of
our three diffractometers: a conventional powder
diffractometer (Siemens D-5000), a Cu
rotating-anode powder diffractometer (Rigaku ) and a
five-circle diffractometer (Bruker D8 Avance)
provided with a 2D GADDS detector.
Based on the principles of X-ray diffraction, a wealth
of structural and microstructural information about
crystalline materials can be derived. In materials
science, knowledge of the structure and composition
of the materials studied is a key requirement for
understanding their properties. The most common
function of the service is the acquisition of X-ray
diffraction data under different conditions, e.g. by
using flat sample and Bragg-Brentano geometry,
thin film diffraction, rocking curves, high- and
low-temperature conditions patterns (-150 to 400ºC),
texture determination of layers, microdiffraction and

2008 • 2007 • 2006

qualitative analysis in capillary materials. Very often
the service also helps the users in the data
interpretation.
During the 2006-2008 period special emphasis has
been given to the fast determination of textures and
strain on epitaxial thin films of magnetic and
superconductor materials in order to improve the
preparation conditions to reach the desired
properties. Owing to the many advantages offered by
the available 2D detector, the determination of
residual stress in polycrystalline samples constitutes
an additional relevant application that has been
implemented in the Service during this period.
Increasing importance in academic and industrial
research is acquiring the microdiffraction technique.
This technique allows analyzing small samples or
small surface areas and is particularly useful for
checking the homogeneity of large samples e.g. in
pharmaceutical studies. Different aspects of this
technique have been developed in the Service during
these three years. Finally, diffraction patterns of
capillaries containing nanoparticles embedded in
liquids have also been obtained. Processing of the
measured diffraction data has enabled the
determination of the kinetics of the involved chemical
reactions. During this period the technical staff of the
Service has been reinforced with the incorporation of
one member (A.C.).

X-RAY DIFFRACTION LABORATORY
POWDER DIFFRACTOMETERS

FIVE-CIRCLE DIFFRACTOMETER

• Rigaku “Rotaflex” RU-200B

• Bruker D8 Advance

• Siemens D-5000

• Qualitative phase analysis

• Qualitative phase analysis

• Quantitative phase analysis

• Texture measurements

• “Ab initio” structural resolution

• Residual stress

• Rietveld refinements

• Reciprocal space maps

• Microstructural studies

• Microdiffraction

• Reflectometry

• Capillary measurements

THE FOLLOWING PHOTOGRAPHY PROVIDES A SUMMARY OF THE EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE.
1. RIGAKU “ROTAFLEX” RU-200B • 2. SIEMENS D-5000 • 3. BRUKER D8 ADVANCE • 4. 2D DIFFRACTION IMAGE
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Training
Activities
One of the principle activities of the permanent
scientific staff of the ICMAB is in the training of the
future generations of researchers. In the period
2006-2008 thirty theses were successfully defended
in the Institute – not to mention the many Masters
students and other short-term project students - and
many of these had enjoyed an International flavour in
their research through the many cooperation
projects that exist in the centre. Particularly noteworthy are the Marie Curie Research Training
Networks in which the ICMAB coordinates or participates in fully.
Furthermore, the participation of the researchers in
International meetings is actively encouraged: The
majority of Doctors leaving the ICMAB will have given
posters and oral presentations at International
meetings.
The seminars commission has an important part to
play internally in the training of students, and apart
from the seminar series in the ICMAB – which covers
all areas of materials science and beyond – the
following one day workshops were organised:

Scanning Probe microscopies, Application of X-ray
diffraction for materials and Employment perspectives. The latter was particularly successful, with
former early stage researchers returning for the day
to the Institute to tell of their experiences in the
industrial sector.
The permanent staff of the Institute participates
actively in many official Masters courses, notably in
Materials and Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, as
well as in the organisation of Workshops and Schools
at the national and International level aimed at the
training of early stage researchers.
In general the training in the ICMAB, as is characteristic of the area of materials science, is highly
interdisciplinary. This facet is noted by future employers, and an important indicator is the fact that
private enterprises employ 30% of the 135 PhD
students that have been trained at the doctoral level
at the ICMAB over the last 20 years. The pie chart
shows where all these researchers are employed at
the present time.

PROFESSIONAL DESTINATIONS OF ICMAB PhD GRADUATES
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The Doctors that graduated in 2008 and performed their research in the ICMAB are as follows:

The Doctors that graduated in 2007 and performed their research in the ICMAB are as follows:

NATALIA BEDOYA MARTINEZ

PATRIZIA IAVICOLI

LIBERTAD ABAD MUÑOZ

MARCIN STANISLAW KACZMARSKI

Computational study of the structural, electronic and
thermodynamic properties of crystalline, amorphous and
liquid materials
Universitat Autònoma Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Eduardo Hernández
Currently in Service de Physique de l'Etat Condense del
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique.CEA, France.

Transferencia de Quiralitat a Escala Nanométrica

Efectos estructurales
y de interfase en capas finas de La2/3Ca1/3MnO3
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisors: Prof. Benjamín Martínez and Dr. Lluís Balcells
Currently in Institut Neel/CRETA. Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) Grenoble, France.

New methodologies in free energy calculations of materials
and for solving the Kohn-Sham equations

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Prof. David Amabilino
Currently in Parc Cientific de Barcelona, Spain.

Universitat Autònoma Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Eduardo Hernández
Currently in Universität Osnabrück, Fachbereich, Germany.

MÓNICA BURRIEL LÓPEZ
INGRID CAÑERO INFANTE

AURELIO JOSÉ OLIVET SOPILKA

001) and (110) La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 epitaxial ferromagnetic
electrodeds: a comparative study.

Molecular Simulations of Sulfur Hexafluoride

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Prof.Josep Fontcuberta and
Dr. Florencio Sánchez
Currently in CNRS-Thales, France.

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Lourdes Vega.

Epitaxial thin films of Lanthanum Níkel oxides: Deposition by
PI-MOCVD, structural characterisation, and high temperature
transport properties
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. José Santiso and Dr. Gemma García
Currently in the Imperial College, London.

MARIONA COLL BAU

EDUARDO MACHADO CHARRY
First principles calculations of surfaces and layered
materials
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisors: Prof. Pablo Ordejón and Prof. Enric Canadell
Currently in CEA-DEN Service de Recherches de
Métallurgie Physique, France.

Crecimiento y caracterización de capas de YBCO sobre
sustratos CeO2/YSZy multicapas
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisors: Dr. Teresa Puig and Prof. Xavier Obradors
Currently in National Institute of Standards and
Technology, USA.

CARMEN MUNUERA LÓPEZ

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona.
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Prof. Amparo Fuertes
Currently at ICMAB. CSIC, Spain.

EULÀLIA CRESPO i SOLANA

Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Prof. Carmen Ocal
Currently in Max-Planck-Institut für Metallforschung,
Germany.

Mª EMILIA EVANGELIO CASTELLS

JOSEP PUIGMARTÍ LLUÍS

Intramolecular Electron Transfer in Phenoxylate and
Catecholate Based Molecular Systems

Organització Supramolecular de Molècules Orgàniques en
Cristalls, Monocapes i Fills

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Prof. Francesc Teixidor
Currently in Centro Tecnológico LEITAT, Spain.

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Daniel Ruiz
Currently in Université Paul Sabatier. France.

Universitat Autónoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Prof. David Amabilino
Currently in ETH Zurich. Department of Chemistry and
Applied Biosciences, Switzerland.

JOFFRE GUTIÉRREZ ROYO

JUAN SEBASTIÁN REPARAZ

Vortex pinning and critical currents in YBa2Cu3O7-x MOD-TFA
thin films and Coated Conductors

Optical Properties of Low-Dimensional Semiconductor
Nanostructures under High Pressure

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Teresa Puig
Currently in Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium.

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisors: Prof. Alejandro R. Goñi
and Dr. Maria Isabel Alonso
Currently in Technische Universität Berlin, Germany.

NÚRIA CRIVILLERS CRUSELLAS

JUDITH ORÓ SOLÉ

Estudio y caracterización de derivados
de tetratiafulvalenos y policlorotrifenilmetilenos como
componentes en dispositivos electrónicos
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisors: Dr. Marta Mas and Prof. Concepció Rovira
Currently in Institut de Science et d'Ingénierie
Supramoléculaires (I.S.I.S.) France.

Síntesis y caracterización de nitruro haluros
superconductores de circonio y hafnio
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Structural, mechanical and transport characterization of
organosulphur nanoscaled molecular films

Els clústers de bor com a eines per l’estudi de la
sobreoxidació en polímers orgànics conductors

CECILIA SOLÍS DÍAZ
Películas delgadas epitaxiales de Sr4Fe6O13 obte-nidas mediante
PLD: Relación entre microestructura y propiedades de transporte a
alta temperatura.
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Josep Santiso
Currently in Instituto Tecnologia Química, Valencia, Spain.

JAUME GÀZQUEZ ALABART
TEM investigation of growth mechanisms
and microstructure of model YBCO coated conductor
architectures deposited by metalorganic decomposition
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Felip Sandiumenge
Currently in Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA.

ALBERT VACA i PUGA
Derivats B-substituïts de l'orto-Carborà: Mono- i
multisubsitució. Clústers de Bor en Líquids Iònics

CARMELO HERDES MORENO
Rational design of adsorbent materials by molecular
simulations and experimental techniques
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisors: Dr. Maria Lourdes Vega and Dr. Francisco Medina
Currently in Universidade de Évora, Portugal.

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
UAB Award for Excellent Thesis
Supervisor: Prof. Clara Viñas
Currently in The QUILL Research Centre. Queen's
University Belfast, UK.
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The Doctors that graduated in 2006 and performed their research in the ICMAB are as follows:
BELÉN BALLESTEROS PÉREZ

ADRIAN GONZÁLEZ PARADA

Processing and characterization of materials for Solid Oxide
Fuel Cells (SOFC)

Hacia el motor superconductor: Aplicación de cintas
superconductoras de alta temperatura en máquinas
eléctricas rotativas de flujo axial
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Ricard Bosch and Dr. Xavier Granados
Currently in Universidad de Guanajuato, Mexico.

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisors: Prof. Pedro Gómez-Romero and Dr. Mónica Lira
Currently in Centre d'Investigació en Nanociència i
Nanotecnologia.CIN2. UAB

MONTSERRAT CASAS CABANAS

FÉLIX LLUÍS LLOVELL FERRET

Estudi de l’elèctrode positiu en bateries de níquel. Síntesi
industrial, microestructura i rendiment electroquímic
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude” UAB Award for Excellent Thesis
Supervisor: Dr. Maria Rosa Palacín
Currently in Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Ingénieurs de
Caen. Laboratoire CRISMAT/ENSICAEN, France.

Accurate description of the critical region by a
molecular-based equation of state with a crossover
treatment
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Maria Lourdes Vega
Currently in Imperial College, London, UK.

MARTIN JAN GALEK

VEGA LLOVERAS MONTSERRAT

Spin filters
Université Pierre et Marie Curie
Grade: Honorable
Supervisors: Prof. Josep Fontcuberta and Prof. Albert Fert
Currently in UC Berkeley
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, USA.

Estudio de la transferencia electrónica intramolecular en sistemas moleculares orgánicos a partir de
especies de valencia mixta
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
Supervisors: Dr. José Vidal-Gancedo
and Dr. Concepció Rovira
Currently in ICMAB. CSIC, Spain.

MARTÍ GICH GARCÍA

DIEGO RUBI

Nanopartícules magnétiques
confinades en matrius de sílice

Materiales y dispositivos magnetoresistivos
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
UAB Award for Excellent Thesis
Supervisors: Prof. Josep Fontcuberta
Currently in Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé del
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique.CEA. France.

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”
UAB Award for Excellent Thesis.
Supervisors: Prof. Elies Molins and Dr. Anna Roig
Currently in Saint-Gobain Recherche, France.

ARÁNTZAZU GONZÁLEZ CAMPO
Els clústers de bor com a integrants d’estructures
dendrimèriques i materials híbrids
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Grade: Excellent “Cum Laude”. UAB Award for Excellent Thesis
Supervisor: Dr. Rosario Núñez
Currently in University of Twente, MESA+ Institute for
Nanotechnology. Enschede, The Netherlands.
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Technology
Transfer
Activities
Technology transfer initiatives are of particular
importance to the ICMAB because our institute has
the ambition to generate new knowledge in Materials
Science and transfer it to the society, and particularly
through industry.
The ICMAB participates in the activities of MATGAS (a
joint centre formed between the Air-Products group
as industrial partner, the Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona and the CSIC) with the aim to build up
collaborative actions with the private sector on CO2
and related issues.
Two indicators that can be used to assess the
interaction of our Institute with industry are the
number of patents and the number of industrial
contracts. A complete list of these can be found in
the CD included in the report. Many research
contracts with industrial companies have been
undertaken during the period 2006-2008. Moreover,
25 patents have been filled in the same period,
dealing mainly with procedures of materials fabrication, and devices for electronics and energy.

FIGURE 1
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The growth in the number of patents is notable in the
last years, many of them in collaboration with private
companies and other research centres (see Figure 1).
The increase in the number of patents could be
attributed in part to the awareness of the ICMAB
researchers of the importance of protecting their
scientific results, giving an economic value to them
and an increase of resources put into place by the
different administrations to serve that purpose. For
example, the Network of Innovation Centres (XIT) of
the Catalonian Government is one such initiative.
NANOMOL is one of the XIT Centres to which a large
fraction of the member of the Molecular Nanoscience and Organic Materials Department belong.
NANOMOL offers expertises in the synthesis and
processing of molecular and polymeric materials
aiming to increase the implementation of molecular
nanotechnology and the use of green solvents in
industrial productive processes.
Another important aspect to be remarked is the
sizable percentage (30%) of the 135 PhD students
trained at the ICMAB in the last 20 years that are
currently employed by industry.
During this reporting period, our Transfer of
Knowledge Unit has been very active gathering
resources, organising and coordinating all sorts of
activities directed to promote technology transfer.
The participation in the project CREIMAN financed by
the Ministry of Science and Innovation directed to
encourage the creation of spin-off companies is a
good example. These years have also served to
strengthen the contacts with several Technological
Centres. To be highlighted is the participation of the
ICMAB researchers in several sectorial workshops
organised Parc Tecnològic del Vallés and the participation in collaborative projects as the case of
PLACON and PICMAT projects financed by the
Ministry of Science and Innovation.
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Outreach
Activities
Publications in scientific journals and attendance to
scientific conferences and workshops are the natural
forms for the ICMAB researchers to publicise their
results. In addition, the ICMAB understands the need
to disseminate scientific knowledge to a wider target
public. In that sense, the Knowledge Transfer Unit
and the rest of the researchers have joined efforts to
increase the number of outreach activities directed to
diverse audiences.
Worth noting are the conferences and workshops
chaired and organised by our scientists, a full list can
be found in the accompanying CD, a few of them are
highlighted here: the International Conference on
High Pressure Semiconductors Physics XII, the
International Conference Chirality at the Nanoscale,
the 7th International Symposium on Crystalline
Organic Metals, Superconductors and Ferromagnets,
the XIII International Conference on Boron Chemistry, the Symposium on Solid State Ionics-MRS Fall08,
the 2nd European School on Multiferroics, the 11th
European Meeting on Supercritical Fluids, the
Workshop on Electrostatic effects in Soft Matter, and
the IV Reunion de la Sociedad Española de Técnicas
Neutrónicas.
During 2006, the ICMAB participated in three main
science outreach events: The Magic of Superconductors was a European travelling exhibition addressed
to students and general public. Lleida and Terrassa
welcomed the exhibition during 2006. The COMCIENCIA 06, a course on scientific communication for
scientists was a big success with over 100 participants.
The ICMAB also collaborated with the organisation of
FOTCIÈNCIA, a contest of scientific photography
addressed to a general public which was conceived
and organised at the ICMAB from 2003 to 2005, since
2006 is being organised by the Scientific Culture Area
of the CSIC.
During 2007, the ICMAB participated in three interesting exhibitions: Physics in the base of everything, at
the Institut d’Estudis Catalans, Comparing Technologies: 2000 years of transformation of the world, at
Cosmocaixa, Alcobendas, Madrid and Science and
Suggestion, a travelling exhibit showing the interaction of scientists, poets and artists, it was held,
among other cities, in Madrid, Girona, Valencia,
Lisbon and London.
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In 2008, the ICMAB participated in two other exhibitions: MATER, organised by FAD (Foment de les Arts i
el Disseny de Barcelona, a private foundation of Arts
and Design) presenting new materials and materials
technologies for industrial applications, ESOF08, the
biggest outreach European fair for science and
technology, that was held in Barcelona in July 2008.
In addition to the previous mentioned activities, in
September 2008, the ICMAB organised one session
of the Research, Culture and Innovation (I+C+i)
Seminars at the Centre de Cultura Contemporania
de Barcelona (CCCB), an influential cultural centre in
Barcelona. The ICMAB was also present at one of the
most important European industrial fairs in the
Chemistry sector: EXPOQUIMIA, which was held in
Barcelona in October 2008.
The Science Week that takes place each November
all over Spain always give us the opportunity to
organise an Open Day with seminars, conferences
and guided visits where secondary schools students
as well as the general public are invited. Finally, the
list of the popular press articles that have appeared
in the media during this period are included in the
accompanying CD.
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